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Artists’ Books Exhibitions in the Bower Ashton Library
cases, UWE, Bristol, UK
FRANKENSTEIN 2018
Curated by Simon Ryder, Liverpool Book Art
Friday 1st February - Thursday 28th February 2019
This major exhibition of book art marks 200 years since the
first edition of Mary Shelley’s ‘Frankenstein or, The Modern
Prometheus’ was published.

Simon Ryder and Liverpool Book Art wish to thank all
the exhibiting artists for their generosity, creativity &
craftsmanship in making this LBA’s best exhibition to date.
The exhibition opened at Liverpool Central Library in May
2018 and ran until 9th August. The launch event was a great
success, with several of the exhibiting artists in attendance.
Internationally-renowned horror author Ramsey Campbell
also attended. The exhibition moved to Knowsley’s Kirkby
Gallery from 17th September until 26th January 2019.
New works were selected to join the exhibition there.
The new works utilised the very different exhibition space
at the Kirkby Gallery, including wall-mounted works and
installations. The Private View was extremely well attended,
and made into a special delight by Chloe Spicer and her
edible Frankenstein books!

Christine Pereira-Adams - The Hands of Prometheus

Frankenstein is a classic work for a variety of reasons.
Not only is it arguably the very first work of science fiction,
but it is also a core text of Gothic literature (Dracula
wasn’t published until nearly 80 years later!). Its themes of
ambition and hubris, ethics and morality, responsibility for
the consequence of one’s actions, free will and empathy have
been important since the book was first published.
Today, they appear hugely relevant, whether considering
genetic manipulation and synthetic biology, artificial
intelligence and machine learning, or Silicon Valley’s
‘disruptive technologies’.
Book artists from around the world have responded with a
hugely creative range of ideas. Some have been stimulated
by the themes in the book; others have been inspired by
the way the story is told; others have made links between
Frankenstein and other classic stories such as Dracula and
The Golem.
Works by some 50 individual artists and three collectives
have been created for the exhibition, with an enormous
variety of approaches, materials and techniques. Some of the
works have been made in small editions; some are unique
works. Many of them are available to buy.

Ben Jenner - Frankenstein

Kate Bernstein - My Dear Frankenstein

The exhibition has attracted enthusiastic feedback from
visitors and reviewers, including a feature on Art in
Liverpool: http://www.artinliverpool.com/review-knowsleybook-art-liverpool-book-arts-graduation-2018/
The Bower Ashton Library at UWE is the last venue for
this touring exhibition, so it is the last chance to see (and
buy!) before works are returned to the artists. Participating
Artists at UWE: Kate Bernstein, Clare Boothby, Mike
Clements, Guylaine Couture, Michelle Holland, Ben
Jenner, Barbara Jones, Chris Kent, Pauline Lamont-Fisher,
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Daniel Lehan, Deborah Mason, Amanda McAllister,
Sue McLaren, Savannah Melberg, Keith Osborn, Linda
Parr, Christine Pereira-Adams, Daniela Pergreffi, Joanna
Robson, Lucy Roscoe, Helen Scalway, Erin K. Schmidt,
Caroline Scott-Huby, Yulia Sharova, Tim Shore, Amy
Sterly, Carolyn Thompson, Marilyn Tippett, Dawn Walters
& Hazel Roberts, Corinne Welch, Liz Whiteman Smith,
Wendy Williams, Lynette Willoughby & Clare Wigzell. The
exhibition includes work by 4 graduates of UWE’s MA in
Multidisciplinary Printmaking.
There will be a ‘Show & Tell’ talk event at the Bower
Ashton library by Simon Ryder and some of the exhibiting
artists on Saturday 2nd February 2019, 11.00-12.30.
For more information, see LiverpoolBookArt on Facebook
Contact: liverpoolbookart@gmail.com
Bower Ashton Library, UWE, Bristol, Kennel Lodge Road
Bristol BS3 2JT, UK.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/exhibitions/
Christian Marclay and Saâdane Afif
Ephemera and Lyrics
mfc-michèle didier, Paris, France
12th February - 16th March 2019
We are glad to present an exhibition dedicated to Christian
Marclay’s Ephemera and Saâdane Afif ’s Lyrics, with the
organisation of three exceptional concerts.

Christian Marclay and Saâdane Afif, Ephemera and Lyrics
Image: mfc-michèle didier

Opening Saturday 9th February, 6pm - 9pm, concert from
7.30 - 8pm. Concerts: Friday 22nd February from 7.30 8pm and Friday 15th March from 7.30 - 8pm
mfc-michèle didier
66, rue Notre-Dame de Nazareth, F-75003 Paris, France.
http://www.micheledidier.com | Subway: République,
Strasbourg Saint-Denis, Arts et Métiers
Exhibitions at The Center for Book Arts, New York:
POLITICS OF PLACE
Until 30th March 2019
Organised by Monica Oppen and Alexander Campos.
From the mechanisms of colonialism, to intractable wars,

displacement has become a catalyst to a contemporary
discourse surrounding belonging, homeland and
nationhood. The Politics of Place highlights artist books,
mainly from Australia and North America, both new
world territories that share parallel histories, to explore the
longstanding issues centered in indigeneity, enslavement,
conflict-caused immigration. These issues reflect the
undercurrent of political motives and decisions often
decentering and ignoring the voices of those displaced.
Artists include: Sue Anderson, Aileen Bassis, Julie Barratt,
Doug Beube, Tia Blassingame, Teresa Carbone, Bonney
Djuric, Jas Duke, Debra Earling Maggie, Claire Fouquet,
Oga Freiberg, Colette Fu, Anne Gilman, Parra Girls, Adam
Golfer, Lyall Harris, Gwen Harrison, Claudia Heinermann,
Lily Hibberd, Ann Kalmbach, Tatana Kellner, Peter Koch
Rutledge, Taller Lenateros, Jason Lujan, Peter Lyssiotis,
Dominique Malaquais, Paul Mason, Clyde McGill, Vivienne
Mehes, Gideon Mendel, Indre Michael Serpytyte, Tammy
Nguyen, Iviva Olenick, Lefteris Olympios, Refugee Project
Art, Patricia Silva, Patty Smith, Anne Twigg, Juana Valdes,
Judy Watson, Sonya Winterberg, and Philip Zimmermann.
Roundtable Discussion: 27th February 2019, 6.30pm –
featuring curator Alexander Campos and artists Jason
Lujan, Juana Valdes, and Tammy Nguyen.
Featured Artist Project:
Maria Veronica San Martin, Dignidad
Until 30th March 2019
An exhibition based on secret telephone documents about
Colonia Dignidad in collaboration with The National
Archives of Chile, The Association of Memory and Human
Rights on Colonia Dignidad and the lawyer Winfried
Hempel.
Dignidad is an Art installation at The National Archive of
Chile of the Chilean artist María Verónica San Martín based
on secret telephone documents about Colonia Dignidad.
Found in 2012 by the ex-colonel and lawyer Winfried
Hempel, the audios reveal for the first time to the public
conversations between Paul Schäfer and other Nazi agents
during 1978. Through sculpture, sound, performance, text,
and a selection of historical archives, San Martín reveals a
complex system of codes and transcontinental actions that
culminated in crimes against minors and opponents of the
Chilean civic-military dictatorship (1973-1990).
New Book Art: Scholar Residents of 2018
Until 30th March 2019
Each year the Center invites three talented emerging artists,
who have demonstrated a commitment to book arts, the
opportunity to spend a year at the Center. Each scholar
has 24/7 access to the Center studios and equipment, and
the opportunity to take advanced classes with master book
arts instructors here at the Center. The year culminates in
a group show for the artists to exhibit the work they have
created while in residence. This year’s show features the
works of Laura Byrne, Elizabeth Castaldo, and Ben Denzer.
The Center for Book Arts
28 West 27th St, 3rd Flr, New York, NY 10001, USA.
http://centerforbookarts.org
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Codex Polaris - Exhibitions, USA
Codex Polaris is an art collective based in Bergen, Norway.
Over the last five years, the group has initiated a series of
artist book events, exhibitions and collaborative projects
creating a network for Norwegian and Nordic artists. Here
is an update for the first part of 2019:
Codex Polaris is organising the Nordic Focus at the
CODEX 2019 book fair and symposium, California, USA
which takes place 3rd - 6th Feb. Working in partnership
with artists from Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and
Sweden CODEX NORDICA will show work on 6 stands,
including one collaborative project - Bibliotek Nordica.

printed envelopes with content by 25 Nordic artists, and
printmakers, house in a specially contained box. This has
since been touring galleries and book fairs, including Grafik
i Väst, Göteborg, Sweden. Wherever it is exhibited it is
up to the gallery staff to invent new ways of installation.
At Grafik I Väst Nina Bondesson, Jim Berggren and Lina
Nordenström installed the show.

Three Nordic speakers will be presenting their work at the
symposium on 4th Feb and Codex Polaris will be giving a
talk at the Book Club of California on 4th Feb 2019.
For more information see: https://www.codexpolaris.com/
codex-nordica.html / http://www.codexfoundation.org
Biblotek Nordica - is a portable library - which houses 80
specially commissioned A6 books from Nordic artists, and
a series of new text works. It will be launched at CODEX
2019, before going to Malmö, Sweden around 14th March
for a pop up event (follow website/facebook) and then to
Bristol Artists’ Book Event (BABE) 30th -31st March.
This project has been organised by Imi Maufe, in
collaboration with Megan Adie (Aviary Press) and Bent
Kvisgaard (OFFICINA typographica KVISGAARDENSIS)
and was collated and produced at Vingaards Officin
(a bookprinting musuem) in Denmark.
https://www.codexpolaris.com/bibliotek-nordica /
www.kvisgaardensis.dk / www.vingaards-officin.dk/

POSTED / UNPOSTED ++ will be shown at the San
Francisco Center for the Book, USA from 2nd February 29th April 2019. This is an extended POSTED / UNPOSTED
exhibition also containing letterpress printed book works
from nine of the original artists and is part of the Nordic
focus for CODEX 2019.

POSTED / UNPOSTED, exhibition install views at Grafik I Väst.

Last year Codex Polaris, in collaboration with Lina
Nordenström (Grafikverkstan Godsmagasinet, Sweden)
completed the first Nordic Letterpress Collaboration POSTED / UNPOSTED - a collection of 25 letterpress

Norske Bøker - A Travelling Collection will be next shown
at the Fruit Exhibition Book Festival in Bologna, Italy,
1st -3rd Feb 2019. This ever changing collection of
Norwegian book first started touring after an invitation to
exhibit at Doverodde Book Art Centre, Denmark in 2014,
and has just returned from touring China (under the China
Meets Norway in a Bookshelf project run in collaboration
with Northing.no) It will now be presented at Un Altro
Studio (http://unaltrostudio.it/) as part of the large art
weekend in Bologna. Artists represented in Bologna are:
Kurt Johannessen, Tina Jonsbu, Sarah Jost, Ane Thon
Knutsen, Rita Marhaug, Imi Maufe, Elizabeth Rydland
Nilssen, Vibeke Luther O’Rourke, Johan Solberg, Elisabeth
Alsos Strand, Randi Annie Strand.
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*PARTICIPATION POSSIBILITY*
Nordic Short Texts - As part of Bibliotek Nordica Imi and
Megan are currently collecting short texts that relate to book
arts in the Nordic Countries. The texts can be in any length
and style and can be about artists groups, single books,
historical or contemporary, etc.
Must be in English. The texts will be formatted into A6
booklets. This is an on going project, but any text received
by 15th Feb may also be incorporated into a paper we
will be submitting to the CODEX Papers published by the
Codex Foundation in 2019.If you are interested in getting
involved, or would like more information about this, please
get in contact with Imi and Megan at:
biblioteknordica@gmail.com
Advance Notice: In May Codex Polaris will be exhibiting
at the Bastard Art Book Fair at the Norwegain Literature
Festival, Lillehammer Norway - 23rd - 24th May. 2019
www.litteraturfestival.no
Any enquires please get in touch: codexpolaris@gmail.com
We also have a Facebook page - Codex Polaris
https://www.codexpolaris.com
Codex Polaris was founded by Sarah Jost, Rita Marhaug,
Imi Maufe and Randi Strand.
BOOKS AROUND THE WORLD
San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
2019 marks SFCB’s exhibition theme of Books Around the
World with an exciting line up of international book artists
and printers. Here are some highlights to look forward to:
February 2019: POSTED/UNPOSTED++
Focusing on the work of Nordic book artists, printmakers,
and letterpress printers, this exhibition introduces viewers to
the innovative work of Nordic/northern European printers /
book makers.
June 2019: Calligraphies in Conversation
This group exhibition features classic and contemporary
calligraphy from international artists, while exploring the
dynamic intersection of text and tradition.
September 2019: Kitty Maryatt’s “La Prose du
Transsibérien”. Design bindings of The Pochoir Re-creation
of La Prose du Transsibérien. Years in the making, Kitty
Maryatt has faithfully reproduced the Blaise Cendrars/Sonia
Delaunay 1913 collaboration “La Prose du Transsibérien”
using traditional pochoir techniques and letterpress.
October 2019: Palm Leaf Books
Mary Austin and Betsy Davids present a wide-ranging
collection of manuscripts from India, Bali, and Sri Lanka,
among others
San Francisco Center for the Book, 375 Rhode Island Street,
San Francisco, CA 94103, USA.
https://www.sfcb.org/exhibitions

The Book As Art: Flight Edition
Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport,
Concourse E, USA, until October 2019
A book begins as a small mass of material, formed and
pressed into life by ideas, words, and machines. A concept
becomes thought, becomes word, becomes book, becomes
sculpture.
From the tactile complexity of handmade paper, to the
alteration of existing volumes, to a variety of other materials
and concepts, these objects, in an increasingly digital world,
stubbornly survive.
The objects in this exhibition interpret the concept of the
book and invite the viewer to look beyond the printed page
to where word has become form.
Book As Art: Flight Edition is a compilation of award
winning works and invited pieces assembled from a
critically acclaimed artist book exhibition established by
the Decatur Arts Alliance in 2013. Entries for these juried
exhibitions from 2013–2017 hail from across the United
States and around the world, and from emerging artists as
well as recognised masters in the genre. The Book As Art:
Flight Edition is pleased to present these examples from the
finest in the field. Online catalogue link:
https://decaturartsalliance.org/events/the-book-as-art/
Engaged Editions: Creative Advocacy in Print
Booklyn Inc., Brooklyn, NY, USA
Until 1st March 2019
Karen Baldner – Tia Blassingame – Ernest Bryant – Tim
Devin – Christeen Francis – Luis Campos-Garcia – Kiara
Gilbert – Roni Gross – Lyall Harris & Patricia Silva –
KakeArt (Ann Kalmbach & Tatana Kellner) – Yasmiene
Mabrouk – Mary Marsh – Anna Mavromatis – Melanie
Mowinski – Scott McCarney – Lize Mogel & Matthew
Slaats with Monica Johnson – Iviva Olenick – Milissa
Orzolek – Sara Parkel – Bundith Phunsombatlert – Maria
Pisano – Mobile Print Power – Julia Rooney – Mimi Shapiro
– Aaron Sinift– Meredith Stern – Patti Swanson – Voces
de la Frontera – Mark Wagner – Jennifer Mack-Watkins –
Jessica Williams – WORK/PLAY (Danielle & Kevin McCoy)
– WW3 Illustrated – Lillian Young.
Works by individual artists addressing social justice issues
range from unique artists books, prints, limited edition
zines, hand-embroidered fabric work, and deconstructed
paper forms created from pulpified newspapers. Among
these are Tia Blassingame’s Mourning/Warning: Flags (2018),
a series of forty-two sewn nylon flags that correspond
to people listed in Blassingame’s book works Mourning/
Warning: An Abecedarian and the recent Mourning/
Warning: Numbers and Repeaters. Each flag represents an
African American man, woman or child that experienced
violence, is missing, or died from violence or police brutality
including Trayvon Martin, Marissa Alexander, Eric Garner,
Oscar Grant, Phoenix Coldon, and Mario Woods.
Booklyn, Inc., Brooklyn Army Terminal, 140 58th Street,
Brooklyn, NY 11220, USA. Monday - Friday, 12 - 5pm.
https://booklyn.org/event/engaged-editions/
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Archive Gallery 2018/2019: Archives in Residence AAP Archive Artist Publications
Haus der Kunst, Munich, Germany
Until 9th June 2019
“Shouldn’t we each time, each joyful and contemplative
time when we open a book, consider the miracle that
this text has even found its way to us?”
Georges Didi-Huberman, The Archive Burns, 2007

Archive Artist Publications. Photograph by Wilfried Petzi

Archive Artist Publications. Photograph by Wilfried Petzi

Didi-Huberman’s reflection leads to the question of which
content is recognised and safeguarded over time and used
as a source for art historiography. In addition to publicly
accessible archives and collections as repositories and
storehouses of knowledge, are the autonomous archives,
whose collections often receive only limited attention.
The individual collectors of such independent archives
decide for themselves what is worth preserving, beyond
criteria such as visibility, material value, circulation, rarity
and the legal guidelines. In this way, the holdings of
autonomous archives have unique qualities and have
received increasing attention over the years.
Hubert Kretschmer has maintained “AAP Archive Artist
Publications,” an autonomous archive of artists’ productions,
since 1980. With an exhibition dedicated to AAP, Haus der
Kunst launches its new series “Archives in Residence,” which
focuses on the relationship between the archive and the
formation of history.
Hubert Kretschmer’s archive in Munich’s Türkenstraße
houses over 50,000 works by artists from 76 countries.
His interest does not focus on valuable bibliophile editions,
but on limited circulations, many produced using the
simplest means, as well as publications and editions.
To this day, Kretschmer finances these purchases through
his profession as an art teacher. The collection includes
artists’ books and magazines, multiples, posters, invitations,
CDs and records, artists’ stamps, videos, zines, delivery
directories and exhibition catalogs, which reflect the art
movements of the last 40 years, including Fluxus and Neue
Wilde, as well as happenings, action art, mail art, stamp art,
concrete and visual poetry, conceptual art, appropriation art
and copy art.
Hubert Kretschmer’s presentation in Haus der Kunst
inspired the collector to call on his artists to make their
publications available so exhibition visitors could not just
look at the works but also hold them.

Artists and publishers (a selection): Laurie Anderson, Thom
Argauer, John Baldessari, Yto Barrada, Beißpony, Christoph
Best, Joseph Beuys, Claus Böhmler, Christian Boltanski,
George Brecht, Marcel Broodthaers, Stanley Brouwn, Daniel
Buren, Ulises Carrión, Jacques-Elie Chabert, Joyce CutlerShaw, Hanne Darboven, David Dellafiora, Leo Erb, HansPeter Feldmann, Robert Filliou, Ian Hamilton Finlay, Peter
Fischli, Wolfgang Flatz, Terry Fox, Hamish Fulton, Eldon
Garnet, Jochen Gerz, Eugen Gomringer, Philipp Gufler,
Dick Higgins, Justin Hoffmann, Stephan Huber, Dorothy
Iannone, Jörg Immendorff, Phyllis Johnson, Alex Kayser,
Norbert Klassen, Alison Knowles, Daniel Knorr, Vlado
Kristl, Ferdinand Kriwet, Berengar Laurer, Jean Le Gac, Sol
LeWitt, Anna Lockwood, Richard Long, Markus Lüpertz,
Marshall McLuhan, Maurizio Nannucci, Christoph Mauler,
Michaela Melián, Thomas Meinicke, Thomas Meissner,
Milan Mölzer, Jürgen O. Olbrich, Claes Oldenburg, Ulrike
Ottinger, Bruno Paulot, A.R. Penck, Arnulf Rainer, Gerhard
Richter, Dieter Roth, Ed Ruscha, Gerhard Rühm, Alexeij
Sagerer, Konrad Balder Schäuffelen, Joachim Schmid,
Günther Selichar, Kiki Smith, Michael Snow, Annegret
Soltau, Klaus Staeck, André Thomkins, Lynne Tillmann,
Wolfgang Tilmans, Rosemarie Trockel, Timm Ulrichs,
Franco Vaccari, Ben Vautier, Jan Voss, Wolf Vostell, Franz
Erhard Walther, Andy Warhol, Lawrence Weiner, David
Weiss and Emmett Williams
The exhibition is accompanied by excursions, workshops,
lectures and a book exchange. On the occasion of this
presentation, a new chronicle on the history of Haus der
Kunst will also be created. Exhibition curated by Sabine
Brantl.
Haus der Kunst, Prinzregentenstraße 1, 80538 Munich,
Germany. https://hausderkunst.de
A Way With Words: The Power and Art of the Book
Children’s Museum of the Arts, NY, USA
Until 29th April 2019
Featuring work by Cara Barer, Doug Beube, Long-Bin Chen,
Casey Curran, Brian Dettmer, Ann Hamilton, Andrew
Hayes, Lisa Kokin, Guy Laramée, Mike Stilkey, Robert The,
CMA Permanent Collection.
Children’s Museum of the Arts (CMA) is pleased to
announce A Way With Words: The Power and Art of the
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Book, an exhibition that presents artworks which draw
attention to the long and remarkable history of the book
until 29th April 2019.
The invention of the printing press in the 1440s launched
the book into the industrial age, increasing the production
and distribution of the written word, and with it, knowledge
and literacy. Today, our libraries are filled with millions
of books, and the digital age allows us to access literature
instantly in the palm of our hand. Because the book has
been produced around the globe, it has become a versatile
and creative source of artistic inspiration.
A Way With Words will show the transformation of
everyday books into expressions of identity, community,
environmentalism, memory, and reconstructed narratives.
Families will see unconventional treatments such as
cutting, weaving, tearing, burning, and shredding, as artists
transform books into sculptures, animation, drawings, and
paintings that capture the book’s significant history and
power to inform the public. Children and their families will
also create their own artworks inspired by the exhibition.
Cynthia C. Wainwright Gallery at Children’s Museum of the
Arts, 103 Charlton St, NYC, USA. http://cmany.org/
Sumi Perera [SuperPress EDITIONS] artists’ books and
print installations will be shown at the following venues:
REBUILDING THE BUILT –An Etching, aquatint &
watercolour. Megalo International Print Prize. Megalo
Gallery, Australia 16th February - 6th April 2019.

ARTIC 1 - 15. Photo: Andreas Drewer.

Is ARTIC a magazine? Is ARTIC art? Is ARTIC a concept?
ARTIC has driven booksellers, printers, designers, artists,
authors and themselves to the brink of desperation.
But maybe it makes sense to do something that is not
possible because it turns the economy upside down.
And on the edge of possibilities the scope of realities
becomes visible. The ARTIC project will present its latest
issue on the topic of “own” in this cabinet exhibition and
provides an insight into the 25-year-old production history.
Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst
Teerhof 20, 28199 Bremen, Germany.
http://www.weserburg.de
Best Books of 2018
Galerie DRUCK & BUCH, Vienna, Austria
Until 28th February 2019
At the Galerie DRUCK & BUCH on Berggasse: it is a
tradition that the first show of the year is to display the best
new works of the year before. So do come and see the BEST
OF 2018.

UNBUILDING BLOCKS II, Artist Book Modules that
change colour: Ctrl/Shift. National Centre for Craft &
Design. Sleaford. 2nd February- 21st April 2019.
https://www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera
Ausschweifend faul & zornig zaudernd
25 years of ARTIC magazine - looking back to the future
Weserburg | Museum für moderne Kunst
Bremen, Germany
Until 24th February 2019

Anja Harms: Clemens Bretano – Eulenkind.

Galerie DRUCK & BUCH will also be at the international
CODEX book fair and symposium, 3– 6 February in
Berkeley, California, presenting recent book art at stand
number 115. Susanne Padberg has been invited to give the
keynote speech on 5th February. “With the title Here and
there is everywhere, I will talk about my experiences and
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viewpoint regarding book art in Europe and the United
States: the different styles of collecting, politics in book art
here and there, and aspects of aesthetics.”

open air traveling by word of mouth, as recollection and
anecdote. Bellingham was born in South London and lives
and works in Glasgow.

Berggasse 21/2 (Next to the Freud - House)
A - 1090 Vienna, Austria. Opening hours: Mon – Fri,
10am – 6pm, or by appointment. info@druckundbuch.com
http://www.druckundbuch.com

http://www.davidbellingham.com
http://pagesandwalls.com/db.html

Pausing Place: Thomas A. Clark
Edinburgh College of Art Library, UK
Until 14th March 2019
We are delighted to announce that our new library display
features works by Thomas A. Clark, and has been curated
by Laurie Clark and Thomas A. Clark, of Cairn Gallery
and Moschatel Press. The display opened at ECA Library,
Evolution House, West Port, in January 2019, and will
continue until 14th March 2019.

Phoenix Brighton
10–14 Waterloo Place, Brighton BN2 9NB, UK.
https://www.phoenixbrighton.org/events/driving-school/

1968 - Jonathan Callan, Simon Morley, Carolyn Thompson
Eagle Gallery EMH Arts, London, UK
7th February – 8th March 2019
Private View - Wednesday 6 February 6.30–8.30pm
The Eagle Gallery’s new exhibition focuses on the turbulent
events of 1968 as a means for contemporary artists to
comment upon the present.

For information about the work of Thomas A. Clark please
see: https://www.scottishpoetrylibrary.org.uk/poet/thomasclark/ http://thomasaclarkblog.blogspot.com/
https://www.instagram.com/cairngallery/
Edinburgh College of Art Library, Evolution House,
78 West Port, Edinburgh EH1 2LE, UK.
https://www.ed.ac.uk/information-services/librarymuseum-gallery/using-library/library-opening/eca
Driving School - An exhibition by David Bellingham
Curated by David Shrigley
Phoenix Brighton, UK
Until 24th February 2019
Driving School offers lessons in unlearning and relearning,
undoing and redoing and unmaking and remaking. To
unlearn something is to take it apart, to relearn it is to put it
back together examined and refreshed.
David Bellingham is an artist of near total obscurity,
who scratches a living making and mending. His work is
occasionally to be found in the regions but it does not stay
long and is hard to spot. He does his best to keep a low
profile. You will not have heard of him before and you may
never hear of him again. The work takes its chances in the

1968 was the year Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated,
the year athletes raised their arms in a black power salute
at the Olympics and when Enoch Powell gave his highly
provocative ‘Rivers of Blood’ speech in Birmingham, UK.
Meanwhile in Paris, student protests grew into a general
strike and the streets were engulfed in riots. The ‘summer
of love’ of 1967 was definitely over.
The exhibition brings together recent work by three British
artists who have used source material from the period as a
starting point to question and explore shifting views on
culture, identity and politics.
Jonathan Callan’s work The Band …, deconstructs a book
about the group of musicians famously associated with
Bob Dylan, who were immortalised in Martin Scorsese’s
film The Last Waltz. Using thin strips from the photographic
portraits in the book, Callan reassembles the faces upon a
gesso surface in a notional structure – from far left, through
centre, to far right – that alludes to the spectrum of political
belief.
Simon Morley presents paintings: The Paris ’68 Series, which
are derived from graffiti written on the walls of the city
during May 1968. Researching the period he was struck by
the utopian nature of the texts, which in the wake of recent
terrorist attacks in Paris and the general lurch to the right
in France, seem especially poignant: ‘Prenez vos dėsirs pour
des réalités’ (‘Treat your desires as realities’), ‘Plutôt La Vie’
(‘We Prefer Life’) etc. The paintings’ dark brooding colours
evoke a sense of loss while the striking use of gold offers
hope. Further works from his on-going series of Book-
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Paintings allude to various texts, including Marx and Engels’
Communist Manifesto, which inspired the student activists.
Carolyn Thompson’s six works are from an on-going
series that reference seminal Modern texts re-printed by
Penguin, which will be shown in full at the Lawrence Sterne
Trust and the Eagle Gallery in 2019–2020. Concentrating
on the works by black authors in the series, including
James Baldwin, Cyprian Ekwensi and Martin Luther King
Jr., Thompson employs a variety of different text-based
techniques to echo the content and interpretation of writing
that discusses marginalisation, segregation, racism and
feminism.

Curator’s Talk - Stephen Clarke: The Invader’s Guide to
David Ferry, 13th March 2019, 2.30pm - 3.30pm
Stephen Clarke, Lecturer in Critical and Contextual Studies
at the University of Chester and guest curator of the David
Ferry exhibition, gives an overview of David’s career and
work, from Blackpool to London to President of the Royal
Society of Painter-Printmakers. Lecture Theatre, £3, pay at
the door, includes a hot drink.

The exhibition is mounted in collaboration with Art First
and coincides with the launch of Simon Morley’s books
Seven Keys to Modern Art published by Thames and Hudson
and Crushed Books by Naima Digital Art Publishing.
Eagle Gallery
159 Farringdon Road, London EC1R 3AL, UK.
http://www.emmahilleagle.com
David Ferry - The Invader’s Guide to the Museum (and
other places), Grosvenor Museum, Chester, UK
2nd March - 2nd June 2019

David Ferry, Ben Lui from Cononish, from Cake Walking in
Scotland, 2016.

Carry On with Cake, 3rd April 2019, 1.30pm - 3.30pm
Join us for Carry On Henry, a towering example of bawdy
British humour featuring a Henry VIII very loosely based
on historical fact. Before the film there will be a short talk by
Stephen Clarke, Lecturer in Critical and Contextual Studies
at the University of Chester and curator of our David Ferry
exhibition, looking at the importance of farce in British
culture and David’s love of the genre.
There will also be cakes available, as featured in
David’s series Cake Walking in Scotland.
Lecture Theatre, £5, includes cake and tea, tickets from:
https://www.ticketsource.co.uk/westcheshiremuseums
Grosvenor Museum, Exhibition Gallery Two
27 Grosvenor Street, Chester, Cheshire CH1 2DD, UK.
http://events.westcheshiremuseums.co.uk/event/davidferry-the-invaders-guide-to-the-museum-and-other-places/
En collaboration 1 - Ernst Stark / Ilka Helmig
immanence, Paris, France
16th February - 16th March 2019

David Ferry, English Aquariums in Country Houses in Colour.

Tourists and hobbyists rely on helpful guides. Picture books
on travel, history, gardening, cooking, knitting and DIY
have provided David Ferry with material for his collages
that explore our national heritage. Likewise museums, both
large and small, serve as repositories of a shared culture.
Arranged and re-arranged, their contents can tell different
stories. Alongside an exhibition of his prints and books,
Ferry will give his own interpretation of the Grosvenor
Museum’s collection through selected interventions.
Guest-curated by Stephen Clarke, University of Chester.

Opening 15th February 2019, from 7pm
En collaboration is a performative exhibition project that
shows the work process of artists.
During this period the two artists will use the Immanence
space as a work in progress, open to the public continuously
Monday - Sunday from noon to 6pm.
Immanence et New Immanence
21 Avenue du Maine, 75015 Paris, France.
http://www.art-immanence.org
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Uniformbooks at Glasgow School of Art Library, UK
Until summer 2019
David Bellingham has curated an exhibition of publications
by Uniformbooks which is on display on Level 1 of Glasgow
School of Art Library until summer 2019.

Women’s Art Library, Special Collections, Goldsmiths
Library, New Cross, London SE14 6NW, UK.
https://www.gold.ac.uk/textile-collection/exhibitionsevents/
Us - Aurélien Mole
Lendroit éditions, Rennes, France
Until 2nd March 2019
Us - a proposition by Aurélien Mole. ‘Us’ is the name of a
library, a Bauhaus-Memphissian-inspired piece of furniture
that moves up and down in profile. Presented empty in
the exhibition space of Lendroit Editions, for its sculptural
aspect, its way of occupying the space, to play with solids
and voids in the manner of a minimal sculpture of the early
period of Robert Morris.

The display is of the complete run of Colin Sackett’s
Uniformagazine. David Bellingham can be found at
https://www.instagram.com/davidbellingham_/
Glasgow School of Art
164 Renfrew Street, Glasgow G3 6RF, UK.

Aurélien Mole, Us, une bibliothèque sculpture, un support à
réflexion autour du lancement de livres.

But it does not need to remain empty, Lendroit editions can
use it to present its editions. People will probably stumble
on his feet, collide lightly with its shoulders and scratch its
satin black surface.
It should also be able to serve as a support for a reflection
around a book launch. These events that accompany the
publication of a book where the author is present or not,
where someone speaks or not, reads some extracts or not,
where there is to drink and to eat or not.
Why not consider this moment as a form? Why not take
this opportunity to relaunch books that seem relevant to
the present? Reflect on a launch not as a form of promotion
but as a form of exhibition. They could then be the medium
of these books and the events that accompany them, their
exhibition. A meeting point.
Denise Hawrysio: Special Collections of Troublemaking
Women’s Art Library, Goldsmiths Library, London, UK
Until 28th February 2019
Artist Denise Hawrysio selects key works from the Women’s
Art Library collection by feminist authors and artists from
the early 1980s who have influenced her own practice,
reconfiguring and reimagining them in a new installation
made for Special Collections and Archives in the Library.

Lendroit éditions, 24 bis place du Colombier, BP 40504,
35005 Rennes Cedex, France. http://www.lendroit.org
Barbara Rosenthal - Backroom Solo Show Surreal to Conceptual Photo-Morphs
Mitchell Algus Gallery, New York, USA
Until 17th February 2019
The Mitchell Algus Gallery is pleased to announce a
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Backroom Solo Exhibition of Surreal to Conceptual PhotoMorphs by “Old Master of New Media,” Barbara Rosenthal.
The exhibition features a selection of six 26”x40” digitally
printed, manipulated distortions of full-frame analogue
35mm photographs from her ongoing series “Surreal
Photos,” hung as a contiguous installation.

COURSES, CONFERENCES, LECTURES & WORKSHOPS
Artists’ Books Now: América Latina
The British Library, London, UK
Monday 4th February 2019, 6.30 - 8.30pm
Artists’ Books Now: América Latina explores a range of
contemporary approaches to artists’ books and the related
world of the book arts.
Hear from artists from several different Latin American
traditions of practice talking about their work alongside
curators and other experts in the field, and the books
themselves. Supported by the Eccles Centre for American
Studies at the British Library.
Knowledge Centre, The British Library
96 Euston Road, London, NW1 2DB, UK.
Booking links are online at:
https://www.bl.uk/events/artists-books-now-america-latina

In each rectangularly framed work, a single trapezoidal
slice of dreamlike reality appears to thrust or twist or waft
through space. Photographed in international locations,
often at night, the subject matter - a horse, a tower, a
staircase, a doorway, a church, a roof, a window, a bird,
a doll - resonates with the viewer’s own psychological
undercurrent. Hung contiguously, with the images at
different levels within the frames, they bring a musical lilt
and implied narrative to the installation.
Barbara Rosenthal has been creating highly idiosyncratic
photographs since 1972, and image/text/performance videos
since 1976. This exhibition is part of her Seventieth Birthday
International Retrospective, the other Jan-Feb events of
which will take place in Helsinki at the Vuotalo Cultural
Center on January 28 and the Lava Klub on January 29; in
Brussels at Nadine Laboratory for Contemporary Arts on
February 5; and in Berlin at the Boddinale Film Festival on
February 9.
Rosenthal was born in The Bronx (1948). She was a longtime member of the Photography Department of Parsons
School of Design. She also taught Video at Jersey City State
College and Manhattanville College, and Writing at CUNY.
Five books of her Surreal Photos and writings have been
published since 1981 by Visual Studies Workshop Press and
Deadly Chaps Press, and over thirty of her limited edition
photo-text bookworks are in the collections of MoMA, The
Whitney, The Tate, Artpool Budapest.
Weds-Sun, noon-6pm. 132 Delancey St. (enter on Norfolk),
New York, USA. http://mitchellalgusgallery.com
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London Centre for Book Arts Workshops
London Centre for Book Arts (LCBA) is an artist-run,
open-access educational and resource centre dedicated to
book arts. Our mission is to foster and promote book arts
and artist-led publishing in the UK through teaching and
access to specialist facilities. We host regular workshops in
bookbinding, printing, and other related disciplines.

As always, find the complete and up-to-date listing of our
workshops at LCBA on our Workshops page:
http://londonbookarts.org/workshops/
London Centre for Book Arts, Unit 18, Ground Floor,
Britannia Works, Dace Road, Fish Island, London E3 2NQ,
UK. http://londonbookarts.org
OWL BARN STUDIO, Devon, UK

Owl Barn Studio in North Devon offers expert bookbinding
tuition from City & Guilds qualified tutor from beginners
up to Level 2. Also offers courses in contemporary
structures suitable for binders, book artists, print makers,
calligraphers, scrapbookers, etc.
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Leather Paring without the blood, sweat and tears with
Arthur Green, 23rd February 2019
This one-day hands on workshop will introduce safe and
effective working methods for paring bookbinding leathers
by hand. The day will cover edge paring, working with a
spokeshave, and thinning down leather with a Scarf-fix.
Also includes some basic tool selection, maintenance and
sharpening. Suitable for beginners and those with some
experience. This workshop forms part of the curriculum for
City & Guilds level 2. Places are limited and priority will be
given to C&G students. Fee includes materials and lunch.
£100
For further details and booking information please contact
Diana Illingworth-Cook on 07853 319250, by email at:
owlbarnstudio@btinternet.com or go to:
http://www.owlbarnstudio.uk
Classes at the Minnesota Center for Book Arts, USA
MCBA offers classes for adults on a wide variety of topics
and at all skill levels, from total beginner to seasoned expert.
Supply fees cover workshop materials and expendable
studio supplies such as solvents, rags, waste disposal, safety
supplies and small tools. Sales tax is included in the total.
Adult classes are eligible for credit toward MCBA’s Core
Certificate or Advanced Certificate in Book Arts; more
information is available on the Certificate Programs page:
http://www.mnbookarts.org/certificate
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, 1011 Washington Ave. S.
#100, Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA
http://www.mnbookarts.org
Classes at the San Francisco Center for the Book:
San Francisco Center for the Book offers more than
300 workshops each year in three broad categories:
Printing, Binding, and Related Arts. From bookbinding
and letterpress printing to workshops with local and
international instructors, our offerings in Binding, Printing,
Arts, and Calligraphy have something for everyone.
Come explore the book arts with us! All workshops can be
viewed and booked at: https://sfcb.org/workshops
San Francisco Center for the Book
375 Rhode Island Street, San Francisco CA 94103, USA.
https://sfcb.org
OTTER EDUCATION
Bookbinding Courses and Tuition in Winchester and
Midhurst, UK
Otter Bookbinding Ltd has given birth to Otter Education
Ltd. It offers a monthly timetable with the ethos being on
flexibility in learning at your own pace and around your life.
Although the classes are held on Saturday - Monday from
10am to 5pm you can choose just one day or all three.
You can work towards a City and Guilds qualification,
our own curriculum, combine the two, or do your own
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thing at your own pace or come and have individual one
to one classes. Held in the South East of England in either
Midhurst or Winchester, please see below for dates.

EDUCATION DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
2, 3, 4 February 2019, 2, 3, 4 March 2019, 6, 7, 8 April 2019
4, 5, 6 May 2019, 1, 2, 3 June 2019, 6, 7, 8 July 2019
Choose just one day or all three.
Costs are £100 for one day and £70 per day for three days.
Contact us to book your place, via:
https://www.ottereducation.com/contact
See our website for more details:
https://www.ottereducation.com
City Lit Bookbinding – Spring courses 2019
Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London WC2B 4BA, UK
Discounts are available on some courses. For further
information including full course outlines visit:
https://www.citylit.ac.uk/courses/art-and-design/
contemporary-crafts/bookbinding
enquiries: visualarts@citylit.ac.uk
Enrolments: 020 7831 7831 or infoline@citylit.ac.uk

Taster day in bookbinding
Dip your fingers into bookbinding. Learn a little about the
history, materials and craft of bookbinding while making a
simple binding to take home. A chance to discuss further
study in bookbinding at City Lit. VD265 14th April Sunday
10:30-16:30 Full £69 Senior £69 Concession £69
Long and higher courses
Bookbinding: Bradel binding
The Bradel binding can be traced back to the eighteenth
century and although it resembles a case binding, the
techniques used to construct the book make it much more
durable. This structure can be adapted for use with paper,
cloth and leather. Not suitable for beginners.
VD434 21 Feb - 07 Mar Thursdays 10:30-16:30 Full £179
Senior £143 Concession £109
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Boxes for prints - Learn how to make a clamshell box from
board, bookcloth and paper. Leave with a completed box to
house existing small scale prints and objects or for future
work. VD276 10 Apr - 11 Apr Weds and Thurs 11:00-17:00
Full £109 Senior £109 Concession £109
Book and paper arts

Designer books for book designers I - Interested in how to
make dynamic book structures? Then this is the course for
you - an opportunity to create a series of books based on
individual key graphic design elements - line, colour, shape,
image and type. VD414 17 Mar - 31 Mar Sundays 10:3016:30 Full £149 Senior £119 Concession £91

St Bride Foundation
Bride Lane Fleet Street, London, UK
Workshops - St Bride Foundation opened its workshop in
2010 on the site of the Foundation’s former gymnasium,
offering hands-on training in traditional printing and
engraving techniques, as well as evening classes, print
history courses and summer schools.
Our courses are suitable for any interested party, be
they beginners or experienced printers, with a range of
workshops and academic sessions tailored to each. Whether
it’s mastering letterpress or learning about print’s past and
future, we have the perfect programme to help you develop
your skills. View all available courses here:
https://www.sbf.org.uk/whats-on/category/workshops/
The Complete Book Artist 2019
A year-long course with Sylvia Waltering
Hot Bed Press, Salford, UK

Bookbinding: experiments in paper folding - Explore
colour, structure, and layering to produce exciting sculptural
forms. By combining and extending techniques such as
origami and concertina folding, cutting, piercing and
slotting, you will create your own unique books. VD419 09
Feb - 16 Feb Saturdays 10:30-16:30 Full £129 Senior £103
Concession £79
Book arts: dye, print, stitch - Learn how to create exciting
new materials from paper and fabric for use on your book
arts and textile projects. Experiment with dyes, print
techniques and hand sewing or begin to combine all three
to produce samples and artwork to make personalised
endpapers, pages, covers and individual textile pieces.
Suitable for beginners. VD433 03 Mar - 07 Apr Sundays
11:00-15:00 Full £209 Senior £209 Concession £127
Book arts: graphic techniques and book structure
A series of creative exercises and detailed instructions on
how to fold, sew, and bind designed pages into an eyecatching multi-section exposed spine book.
VD334 04 Mar - 11 Mar Mondays 10:30-16:30 Full £129
Senior £103 Concessions £79
DIY publishing: pamphlets and chapbooks - Create a
hands-on experience for your reader with a DIY book.
Develop self-publishing techniques using your own content
within a traditional book form that is simple to learn, quick
to produce and easy to edition. VD432 18 Mar - 08 Apr
Mondays 10:30-16:30 Full £199 Senior £159
Concessions £121
Wooden boarded binding - The earliest books were sewn
on to wooden boards. On this short course you will learn
about early book structures and create a Coptic binding
using some historical techniques and materials. VD316
29 Mar - 12 Apr Fridays 10:30-16:30 Full £179 Senior
£143 Concession £109
City Lit, Keeley Street, Covent Garden, London WC2B 4BA.
https://www.citylit.ac.uk
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New to book arts?
If you are and would like to learn more, Hot Bed Press
might just have the answer. We run The Complete Book
Artist – a year-long course in book arts running over 30
weeks; February to June & September to December, tutored
by Sylvia Waltering with other respected guest lecturers.
We also run weekend and evening courses in book arts,
letterpress and printmaking. To find out more or to register
an interest to book on our next course call 0161 743 3111 or
email info@hotbedpress.org
Hot Bed Press
1st Floor Casket Works, Cow Lane, Salford, M5 4NB, UK.
https://www.hotbedpress.org
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Bookbinding workshops with Anna Yevtukh
Malvern Hills College Courses, UK

Malvern Hills College is offering short 6-week courses
on Bookbinding on Wednesdays 10-12.30 and Creative
Bookbinding on Fridays 14-16.30. They are heavily
subsidised and cost only £35 for 6 weeks. Next ones
starting Wed 6th March and Friday 8th March.
Also, we offer subsidised Saturday classes that cost only £25
including all materials for full day workshops 10am-4pm.

Artist Book Making Workshop
Fri 1st March 2019 10.30 & 14.00 £6*
Celebrate World Book Day by making a book with artist
Theresa Easton in this informal workshop. This practical
and creative session will explore book-making techniques
including Chapbooks, pamphlet stitch, concertina and
Turkish Fold. *Plus online booking fee
Poetry Zine Making Workshop
Thu 21st March 2019 10.30 £6*
Celebrate World Poetry Day in this Poetry Zine Making
Workshop with artist and poet Stevie Ronnie. Explore texts
from BALTIC Library in this intimate engaging session
where you’ll be guided through the process of making a
Poetry Zine. *Plus online booking fee
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
South Shore Road, Gateshead, NE8 3BA UK.
http://baltic.art
BINDING re:DEFINED
The 2019 programme for BINDING re:DEFINED is now
online. There is a great line-up of international tutors who
will be in Wiltshire to share their expertise on a wide range
of topics. We hope you can join us.
March - The Zhen Xian Bao (Chinese Thread Book) with
Lori Sauer

9th February 2019 ‘Marbling, Paste Papers & Gelli Prints’
£25. Join us for a day to explore different ways of paper
decoration.
6th April 2019 ‘GREEK BINDING’
£25. During this workshop you will create this ancient book
structure with a modern twist to take home.
Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcestershire, WR14 2YH,
UK. For more information or to book a place please
phone reception on 01684 565351.
May - Scroll in a Box with Claudia Benvestito
June - Islamic paper Making with Radha Pandey and
Johan Solberg
Workshops at BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
Gateshead, UK
Zine Making Workshop, Sat 9th Feb 2019 10.30 £6*
Book your space on an intimate Zine Making Workshop
taking place Saturday 9 February 2019. Join Gary Malkin,
BALTIC Archivist, to make a zine or artist’s book in this
three-hour workshop, using the BALTIC Library collection
as a source of inspiration. *Plus online booking fee
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September - Perfect Measuring, Cutting and Folding with
Tine Noreille
November - Layer by Layer with Rita Lass
Please visit our website for all the details:
http://www.bookbindingworkshops.com
Email: bookbindingsworkshops@gmail.com
Or ring Lori Sauer on 01672 851638
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BINDING re:DEFINED aims to inspire a wider appreciation
of book structures and how they make an intelligent
contribution to the aesthetic of the finished work. The focus
of our carefully selected programme remains firmly in
the tradition of well-crafted pieces that exhibit the best in
contemporary design. We are based in Wiltshire’s beautiful
Vale of Pewsey and are easily reached by road or rail.
http://www.bookbindingworkshops.com

how the medium is brought to life when it is applied to a
three-dimensional object.
Using simple shaped hand finishing tools you will be taught
two gold tooling techniques, giving you the opportunity
to explore the creative possibilities of gold-tooled images
on paper. You will be using gold leaf and B S Glaire for this
course, which is designed to focus on ideas and technique
in parallel.

Red Hot Press - Open Access Print Workshop,
Southampton, UK
Red Hot Press in Southampton runs a regular programme of
printmaking, letterpress and bookbinding courses.

Stab Bound Sketchbook Day, Sunday 3rd March 2019
Make a softback and hardback stab bound sketchbook. £70
For more info and booking visit: http://www.redhotpress.
org.uk/courses/
Letterpress Weekend, 9th - 10th March 2019
A chance to spend the weekend playing with words. Use our
large range of moveable lead type to set text of your choice
and print them on the workshop’s Adana presses. £130
For more info and booking visit:
http://www.redhotpress.org.uk/courses/

You will need to bring a paper-covered book with you.
It could be a full paper-covered book, with or without the
use of adhesive, or it could with a quarter cloth or leather
binding with paper sides. Foundation skills in gold tooling
will be taught, making this course suitable for all levels.
You will learn through demonstration, one-to-one tuition
and group discussion.
The workshop will be conducted in English. We all welcome
you to a creative and intense week! Learn more about Tracey
by following this link:
https://boekbinderij-papyrus.nl/tracey-rowledge/
Course fee € 595 including materials and lunches.
Please use our enrolment form to enrol:
https://boekbinderij-papyrus.nl/enrol/

Two courses at Boekbinderij Papyrus
Leiden, The Netherlands

Gold Tooling on a paper binding with Tracey Rowledge
Wednesday 1st May until Sunday 5th May 2019
Learn how to gold tool on a paper-covered book, to show
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Children’s books with Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo
Friday 1st November until Thursday 7th November 2019
(with 1 day off during the course). During this 6-day
workshop we will work both on how to make new children’s
books – from words to image, from sewing to cover – as
well as protecting and repairing already existing children’s
books: we will develop childproof bookbinding structures,
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learn how to make a protective jacket to preserve your own
favourite book from childhood, and learn how to make
lasting repairs using textile collages

Hilton Midtown. 60 minutes Free and open to the public.
Limited to 35 people, advance registration required, register
online: https://bit.ly/2B9aENl

FIRST PART: NEW BOOKS
• Illustration and words: introducing children’s books; visual
and practical exercises.
• Coherence between structure and content: discussing
the contents of the books models and presenting new
structures.
• Making a leather binding and an experimental book.
• The portaFIABE (Tales bearer): a book-in-progress

James Lancel McElhinney. Yale MFA. BFA Tyler.
Skowhegan. Visual artist, author, owner, Needlewatcher
Editions. 2017 Pollock Krasner Grant recipient will provide
a brief historical overview of publishing as artistic practice,
unpacking business options, project objectives, research &
development; funding & sponsorship, design, planning &
production; promotions, sales, distribution and exhibitions.

Practicum: Hands-on Q&A: Pre-selected publishing
concepts submitted by participants are discussed in a
roundtable setting.

SECOND PART: OLD BOOKS
• Unusual mending of damaged books: recreative repairing,
collages, strengthening and casing
• The dust jackets
• The Collective Book
All the basic materials will be prepared by the teacher and
included in the workshop fee, yet participants will be given,
together with the individual tools list, a list of specific items
and materials to bring, to work on the contents of their
books, as well as details about old children’s books to repair/
reuse.

LIST OF MATERIALS - Attendees may submit in advance:
brief proposals for publishing projects, to the workshop
leader at: editions@needlewatcher.com, Selected proposals
will be discussed in a roundtable setting. Others may bring
to the workshop: materials and proposals, to share as time
allows. Attendance is free and open to the public.
Paper manipulation and 3D assemblage at the Royal
Academy, London, UK with Sumi Perera [SuperPress
EDITIONS] Weekend-long practical course 16th - 17th
March 2019, 10.30am - 5.30pm each day.

The course will be taught in English. Course fee € 795
including materials and lunches. Please use our enrolment
form to enrol: https://boekbinderij-papyrus.nl/enrol/
Learn more about Cristina here: https://www.
cristinabalbianodaramengo.net/Essere.aspx?mnuid=3&mnu
sc=3&lg=en&res=high
Boekbinderij Papyrus
Frambozenweg 173
2321 KB Leiden, The Netherlands
Email: info@boekbinderij-papyrus.nl
https://boekbinderij-papyrus.nl
ARTISTS AS PUBLISHERS - PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT WORKSHOP with James Lancel
McElhinney, New York Hilton Midtown, New York, USA
Friday 15th February 2019
In association with the College Art Association of America
annual conference. 12:30 in Workshop Room 1, New York
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In this weekend-long course, led by award winning artist
and academic Sumi Perera RE, participants will be taught
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the properties and principles of paper constructions,
learning the diverse practical methods involved in
manipulating paper to make three-dimensional models that
can contract and expand.
This is an opportunity to make a site-specific work at the
Royal Academy in the newly built Clore Learning Centre
during its 250th anniversary.
There will also be an optional opportunity to contribute
towards a collaborative exhibition: Sumi Perera et. al
[SuperPress EDITIONS] previously exhibited in London
(2015), Cyprus (2015), UWE Library (2016):
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/sumiexh/
Limited places for participants - so early booking is
advisable. More information can be found on the RA
website: https://www.royalacademy.org.uk/event/coursesclasses-paper-manipulation
More info on https://www.saatchiart.com/sumiperera
Email:sumi_perera@hotmail.com

on antique printing presses (a flatbed proof press, Adana
8x5 or treadle platen depending on your project). Each
course is individually tailored to suit your needs.

California Rare Book School 2019 Course - Summer 2019
California Rare Book School is a continuing education
programme dedicated to providing the knowledge and skills
required by professionals working in all aspects of the rare
book community, and for students interested in entering
the field.
For three weeks starting from 5th August 2019, a selection
of book courses to select from including Artists’ Books:
Collection Development & Assessment with Brad Freeman
in week 2 (12th – 16th August).
Download the full programme at:
http://www.calrbs.org/program/courses/artistsbooks/
Residential bookbinding courses at Dillington House,
Ilminster, UK:
Mon 11th – Fri 15th March 2019
Tutor Angela Sutton
Course for bookbinders working on their own projects.
Fri 10th – Sun 12th May 2019
Tutor Sarah Jarrett-Kerr
Explore boxes made for books by making a Clamshell box custom made for the student’s chosen book.
Bookings and enquiries: 01460 258613 or visit:
http://www.dillington.com
Mostly Flat Letterpress Workshops, Shropshire, UK
One-day letterpress printing and/or Adana 8x5 setup/
maintenance workshops in Ludlow for 2 to 3 people or
one-to-one, with larger groups and evening or weekend
workshops by arrangement.
On a letterpress printing workshop you’ll learn how to use
wood and metal type to compose and print beautiful things
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Alternatively, bring your own Adana 8x5 along for a press
maintenance workshop, and go home with a perfectly
balanced press and the confidence and knowledge to get the
most out of your machine for years to come.
For further information, please email Dulcie Fulton at
hello@mostlyflat.co.uk or call 07799 063 232.
See upcoming dates and full details at:
http://www.mostlyflat.co.uk/workshops
Karen Hanmer Book Arts Workshops 2019, USA
Karen Hanmer Book Arts offers workshops and private
instruction to working practitioners and dedicated
hobbyists, focusing on a solid foundation in traditional
binding skills.
To register for a workshop not held at the Karen Hanmer
Book Arts studio (Glenview, IL, USA), please contact the
sponsoring organisation. Workshops are two days unless
noted, but many can be abbreviated or expanded.
To schedule a workshop for your group, use the Contact
form at: http://karenhanmer.com/teaching/
2019 Workshop Schedule
Please see http://karenhanmer.com/teaching/ for full
descriptions. Workshops at Karen Hanmer Book Arts,
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Glenview, IL. Registration open for:

Artists’ books are works inspired by the “book” as form and
medium. We’ll check out various examples – and screw,
glue, sew and clip a number of very personal journals, books
and book-objects together from scratch.
Demonstration of different simple structures and bindings,
materials and options. Particular attention will be focused
on structure and texture. Lots of inspiration for your future
art work! For beginners and experienced artists.
11th May 2019 (10am - 4pm)
1st June 2019 (10am - 4pm)

March 2-3 | Doublures: Leather Edge-to-Edge and Sunken
Suede (image above)
April 5-7 | The Simplified Binding
May 2-5 | Medieval Girdle book covered in velvet
May 30-31 | Forwarding Basics
June 1-2 | Basic Leather Working for Bookbinding
July 13-14 | Limp Vellum Binding in the Style of Kelmscott
Press
July 31-August 4 | Leather Binding Fundamentals I
(Concurrent with Advanced Leather Binding)
July 31-August 5 | Advanced Leather Binding: Fine Binding
(Concurrent with Leather Binding Fundamentals)
September 14-15 | Variations on the Sewn Boards and
Drum Leaf Bindings
Workshops held offsite
Please contact the sponsoring organisation to register, via
links at: http://karenhanmer.com/teaching/

Address: Atelier G13, Grenaavej 13, 8200 Aarhus N,
Denmark. Price: One day = 1000 Dkr (including tea/coffee
and basic materials) NB: I give a fair discount price for two
days, but that’s probably not realistic for foreign participants.
However, if you’re interested please, contact me and ask.
If you’re from abroad I can help with accommodation etc.
Find me here: http://www.hannematthiesen.dk
hannematthiesen@gmail.com - mobile (+45) 21471871
A new tutorial from Bookbinding out of the box:
The Dos rapporté binding.
The Dos rapporté was born around 2005 from a reflexion
on book opening. The solution adopted is a spine whose
edges fold back on themselves, a little bit like a hollow. This
allows it to be made off the book, and later attached. Beyond
the fact that the books bound this way open well, this spine
construction stands out through its clean, stylish shape, and
through the quality of the transition to the boards. In this
tutorial we cover a version in bookcloth, with signatures
sewn on tapes, and tapes laced in boards.

June 26-28 | The Simplified Binding Binding | Focus on
Book Arts, Forest Grove, OR
June 29-30 | The Ethiopian Binding | Focus on Book Arts,
Forest Grove, OR
August 18-24 | Contemporary Paper Bindings | Maine
Media Workshops + College
November 2 | Limp Vellum: Kelmscott Press | BookArtsLA
November 3 | Sewn Boards and Drum Leaf Bindings |
BookArtsLA
November 9-10 | The Split Board Binding | BookArtsLA
http://karenhanmer.com
ARTISTS’ BOOKS - How to make your own books,
journals and book objects. Led by Hanne Matthiesen,
Atelier G13, Denmark.

After an introduction, an overview and a list of material
and equipment, the tutorial describes every step of the
construction, with many large full-colour images.
The exceptionally detailed 52-page tutorial is inkjet printed
in three languages (French, English and Spanish) and bound
by us in Haarlem.
The level is challenging, and this project requires a few basic
tools but no heavy equipment such as presses, guillotines
etc. A material pack is available for this project at a
discounted rate. Order online at:
https://bookbindingoutofthebox.com/products/printedtutorial-dos-rapporte-binding
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Perfect Bindings, UK
Bookbinding workshops with Megan Stallworthy at
arts centres and book festivals in Devon, Cornwall and
Somerset, UK.

Do you enjoy making art? Love the countryside and nature?
Have you ever thought of combining the two? Do you love
the alchemy of images and words that fuse and grow with
the turning of pages?

Perfect for artists, writers, teachers and anyone interested
in making books, you will learn core bookbinding skills of
folding, cutting, sewing and gluing, and take home your
own handmade books along with a set of workshop notes.
All equipment and materials are provided.
Upcoming workshops:
Pamphlet Sewn and Concertina Sketchbooks
Saturday 2nd March 2019
Tate St Ives (Members Workshop)
Coptic Bound Sketchbooks
Friday 15th March 2019
Salcombe Art Club

Longstitch Variations
Saturday 23rd March 2019
Exeter Phoenix
Find more details of all the workshops at:
https://perfectbindings.co.uk
Workshop in the Spanish Pyrenees

Do the intertwining layers of meaning that can arise from
within a book fascinate you? If so, then creating an “artist’s
book” (a work of art in the form of a book) is something for
you! This five-day workshop will provide a comprehensive
introduction to this rich and growing field, giving you the
chance to look at our world and develop your creativity
from a different perspective, far removed from your daily
routine.
The workshop comprises morning sessions, kicking off right
after breakfast. We’ll explore the immediate surroundings,
which will provide us with our inspiration: anything from a
lone flower or stone to the stunning landscape itself.
We will draw (or write) what we see or feel, in or out of
doors. Going with the flow, we’ll create a series of drawings
using a variety of techniques and materials, with the aim of
bringing them all together to make uniquely personal,
one-of-a-kind books. Before lunch, there’ll be closer look at
the more practical and conceptual aspects of bookmaking.
We’ll examine some of the basic forms of bookbinding,
including Japanese, concertina and, long-stitch binding.
Step by step, we’ll experience how to create pacing and
rhythm, how to tell a story using our drawings, with or
without words.
The surroundings will help us channel our energy,
improvisation, creativity and spontaneity and switch
between intuitive and conceptual working processes.
All you have to do is come along and allow yourself to go
wherever your creativity may lead you in this bookmaking
process. The afternoons will be free for you to do whatever
you want, being it exploring the beautiful countryside,
relaxing or anything else!
This workshop is open to anyone and everyone, but its
size will be limited to 12 participants. This will ensure
you receive individual attention from the tutor whilst also
enjoying a real sense of team spirit.

Artists’ books inspired by nature - With Uta Schneider
5th - 10th May 2019
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5 days: 630 euros (private room supplement: 100 euros)
WHAT’S INCLUDED: The classes, basic material,
accommodation and food. Not included: one meal out,
transport to Cérvoles For full booking terms and conditions
please see: https://www.montepallars.com/new-index
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The organiser: Katrien Claus / info@myft.net /
https://www.montepallars.com/new-index
The artist: Uta Schneider / u.schneider@boatbook.de /
http://www.uta-schneider.de
HYBRID PRINTMAKING TALK by Sumi Perera of
[SuperPress EDITIONS] at Ochre Print Studios, Guildford,
Surrey, UK. Thursday 28th February 2019, 7pm
Sumi Perera will talk about her practice as an
interdisciplinary artist who combines contemporary and
traditional printmaking methods to create mixed media
assemblages.

Whether at our studios in the heart of the Hudson Valley
or at the Mokuhanga Innovation Laboratory in Japan, our
community of artists inspire intensive art making. SAI
classes are kept small so you can work comfortably and have
a productive experience.
Your teachers are leaders in the field, have extraordinary
skill and a passion to share their knowledge of new materials
and methods. Our goal is to offer you an opportunity to
hone your abilities and have a transformative art experience.
A special workshop: Woodblock Printing in the Shadow
of Mount Fuji – Katie Baldwin & Yoonmi Nam, 18th - 28th
May 2019 | $3600 – $3900. For details see:
https://wsworkshop.org/event/woodblock-printing-in-theshadow-of-mount-fuji-katie-baldwin-yoonmi-nam/
A range of classes in printmaking, papermaking and book
making. Full details of all classes, fees, scholarships etc. can
be found at: https://wsworkshop.org/summer-art-institute/
From Jim Kelly: 2019 Wells Book Arts Summer Institute |
Wells Book Arts Center, USA
This summer we have 6 classes to choose from each week.
Week 1 — 14th–20th July 2019
Sarah Bryant – The Long Stitch: Form, Function,
Experimentation
Stephanie Carpenter – Letterpress Basics and More
Kyle Holland – Creative Papermaking Processes with
Stenciling
Rob LoMascolo – Polymer Printing on the Heidelberg
Scott Moore – New Wood Type Production using historic
& modern machines
Joanne Price – Wood Engraving: Historic Letterpress
Illustration

She will explain her concepts, choice of materials, process
and methodology involved in the production of interactive
site specific artist book installations that can mutate and
can be re-sequenced to occupy different spaces. Some works
change colour, disappear with heat and produce sound etc.

Week 2 — 21st–27th July 2019
Michael & Winnie Bixler – Monotype Type Casting
Nancy Callahan – Book that Expand and Contract
Patrick Griffin – Digital Font Making: A Crash Course for
the Ravers
Radha Pandey – Japanese Paper-making and Natural
Dyeing
Steve Pittelkow – Paper Marbling and Box making
Brad Vetter – Lasers & Letterpress
For full course descriptions, visit:
https://wellsbookartscenter.org/events/future-events/2019wells-book-arts-summer-institute/

£5 (free to members). Book online at: https://www.
ochreprintstudio.co.uk/couseortalk/hybrid-printmaking-atalk-by-artist-sumi-perera-re/
The 2019 Summer Art Institute
Women’s Studio Workshop, USA
The Summer Art Institute (SAI) at Women’s Studio
Workshop is a time for you to focus on your work, become
energized and inspired, learn new skills, and meet a new
community of like-minded artists.
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Summer Book Arts Institute at the Centre for Fine Print
Research, UWE Bristol, July - August 2019
Our 2019 classes will include: Pochoir Printing with Angie
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Butler, Miniature Books with Jeff Rathermel, and more.
Our first class is: The Book & Three Small Objects
A two-day workshop with Guy Begbie, UWE Bristol, UK
Tuesday 9th - Wednesday 10th July 2019
A multi-functional book housing both static display and
kinetic interactive page elements, along with sectioned
spaces intended to contain three small objects.

Angeles’ low-income youth through photography and film
education. As Venice Arts’ Associate Director, Voshell
provided broad leadership and managed day-to-day
operations of the organization. She has been with Venice
Arts since 2009. Additional career highlights include her
role as Associate Editor at the Philadelphia Museum of Art,
Staff Writer at the Institute of Contemporary Art, University
of Pennsylvania, and Artist in Residence in Book Arts at the
Oregon College of Art and Craft.

The objects chosen by each participant will facilitate a
narrative theme for their book, which can be explored
through paper engineering, collage, montage, rendering and
the use of appropriated library discard material.
The book will utilise a box form construction and
participants will be encouraged to fabricate their books to a
professional display standard and explore inventive contexts
with regards to the narrative theme.

Guy Begbie, ‘Brisbane Dérive’ Bookworks Series, Brisbane 2016

The course tutor, Guy Begbie is an inter-disciplinary artist
and bookbinder. Since 1995 he has been teaching at various
UK universities as an art & design lecturer and book arts
co-ordinator. Over the last few years he has completed
three artist’s book and printmaking residencies in Australia,
developing new works at Cicada Press, University of New
South Wales, Sydney, The School of Art at the Australian
National University, Canberra and Queensland College
of Art/Griffith Centre for Creative Arts Research, Griffith
University, Brisbane. Guy has been the recipient of a
‘Manly Library Artists Book Award 2017’. His work has
been acquired for the Artists’ Book Collection at The State
Library of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia and the Manly
Library Artists Book Collection, Manly, Sydney, Australia.
Maximum 8 participants. Each day runs 9.30am - 4.30pm.
Bower Ashton Studios, UWE Bristol, Kennel Lodge
Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK. Price: £195 full price / £156
concessions, includes materials, lunch, teas and coffees.
Booking online at: https://bit.ly/2MoS7lo
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Minnesota Center for Book Arts (MCBA) announces that
Elysa Voshell will be its next Executive Director.
Elysa Voshell will lead a new era of community engagement
and sustainability for the internationally-recognized book
arts organization. Voshell joins MCBA from Venice Arts, a
nonprofit media arts organization in Venice, CA, dedicated
to igniting, expanding, and transforming the lives of Los
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KC Foley, MCBA Board Chair, speaking on behalf of the
board and search committee, stated, “We are delighted
to have attracted someone of Elysa Voshell’s talent and
accomplishment. She brings all the key skills that MCBA
needs to be successful at this stage in its history. As a
graduate of the Arts Innovation & Management program
from the DeVos Institute of Arts Management, Elysa
not only understands the value of successful education
and community programs, but also the importance of
strong fiscal management and integrated marketing and
development. Her track record of working with diverse
communities, broadening funding sources, and building
stable financial foundations are exactly what MCBA needs
going forward.”
For the full press release on MCBA’s website please visit:
https://www.mnbookarts.org/elyssa-voshell-announcement/
Founded in 1983, Minnesota Center for Book Arts is a
nonprofit visual arts center that provides educational and
artistic programming in the book arts, which encompass
bookbinding, letterpress printing, papermaking, and
more. With over 12,000 sq. ft of studio, classroom, and
professional gallery space, MCBA serves emerging
and established artists, youth, schools, libraries, arts
organizations, collectors, and lifelong learners and
appreciators of the book. MCBA is located in the historic
Open Book building in downtown Minneapolis, alongside
partner organizations The Loft Literary Center and
Milkweed Editions. To learn more, visit:
https://www.mnbookarts.org
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THE NEXT CHAPTER OF BOOK WORKS
The Trustees of Book Works and Rob Hadrill, Founding
Director (Studio), announce Jane Rolo, Founding Director
(Publishing) will be leaving Book Works this autumn
2019. For the last thirty-five years Jane has led publishing
and commissioning at Book Works, building a singular
approach to working with artists. Her incomparable
contribution to art and publishing has been to foreground a
unique space for the production of artists books.

Jane co-founded Book Works with Rob Hadrill, in 1984.
The list of artists that Book Works has commissioned and
worked with is a history of experimental thinking. Early
publications include books by Cornelia Parker, Joseph
Kosuth, Tacita Dean, Liam Gillick, and Susan Hiller. More
recent examples of artists working with Book Works and
Jane include: Clunie Reid, Katrina Palmer, Hamja Ahsan,
Slavs and Tatars, and Laure Prouvost. Forthcoming projects
will see new books in 2019 by Bouchra Khalili, Stephen
Sutcliffe, and Sophia Al-Maria.
Jane pioneered an approach to commissioning that gave
opportunities to young artists to publish their own work,
and also to curators and editors such as Matthew Higgs,
Stefan Kalmár, Sara Wajid, Mark Beasley, Lisa Panting,
Stewart Home, and Maria Fusco, to create their own
series, and for young, emerging and unknown artists and
writers to be commissioned through a process of open
submission. This legacy continues with a new series of
books commissioned by Hannah Black, and a new issue of
The Happy Hypocrite guest edited by Erica Scourti.
The Trustees are immensely proud to have worked with
Jane. Her co-director Rob Hadrill says,
Book Works combines a publishing house with a
bookbinding studio, making us uniquely artist-focused.
Jane’s vision for artists publishing has been groundbreaking
and, as we move into our next chapter, we will continue to
make books that make a difference.
In March/April 2019 we will advertise for the position of
Director (Publishing). Read the full press release at:
https://www.bookworks.org.uk/node/1957
From Adele Outteridge, Studio West End, Australia:
Willem Pieter Antonie de Vos (Wim)
27th May 1947 - 8th December 2018
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Wim died peacefully on the 8th December following
a two-year battle with cancer. He fought it to the end,
he maintained ‘business as usual’ in the studio, worked
feverishly to complete the paintings for his Eyre Aerial
exhibition, he kept up active participation in a busy life, he
never lost his sense of the ridiculous nor his passion for art
and music.

We shall miss him terribly, but he would have been very
disappointed had we not continued classes. Studio West End
will continue. More about that later. Meanwhile, anyone
who wishes to visit the studio will be welcome, just let me
know when you’re coming. https://www.studiowestend.com
From Laine Farley: World Bookmark Day 25th February
2019. Please join the International Friends of Bookmarks
(IFOB) in celebrating the third annual World Bookmark
Day (Woboda) on 25th February 2019. Leading up to the
day are several activities of interest. Members and other
designers are contributing designs for bookmarks that can
be downloaded, printed and used individually or distributed
to libraries, bookstores and other venues to promote
Woboda.
The popular bookmark raffle is open to anyone who wants
to enter by contributing 10 bookmarks for each ticket.
The winner receives all bookmarks which already number
1,300. This year there is a new award in honour of IFOB
founder and bookmark enthusiast Asim Maner for the
person who has done the most to promote bookmarks
during the past year and leading up to Woboda.
There is also Wobo, the traveling bookmark, who wants to
be photographed in interesting places around the world,
as another way to promote and appreciate bookmarks.
In addition, some members will be sponsoring local
activities in bookstores and libraries.
Visit the website at http://www.ifobookmarks.org
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or the Facebook page at
https://www.facebook.com/bookmarksfriends/ for the latest
updates and especially on 25th February to enjoy
the celebration.

From Beau Beausoleil - 12th Anniversary Readings for
Al-Mutanabbi Street, on or about 5th March 2019
1. In Baghdad, Iraq - A reading organized by the poet/
activist, Amal Al-Jubouri.
2. In London, UK - A reading at SOAS University of London
(the School of Oriental and African Studies) organized by
the Iraqi poet/activist, Amal Al-Jubouri
3. In Wilmington, Delaware, USA - A reading at the
Delaware College of Art and Design, organized by the poet/
educator, Casey Smith
4. In San Francisco, California , USA - A reading on March
2nd at the home of and organized by the poet Tamsin Smith
in her Noe Valley neighborhood.
5. In Hamden, Connecticut, USA - A reading organized by
Stephen Kobasa on March 5th, 2019, starting at 7pm, at the
Best Video Film and Cultural Center, 1842 Whitney Avenue
Hamden, CT. with readings by Daisy C. Abreu and Stephen
Vincent Kobasa.
6. In Steamboat Springs, Colorado, USA - A reading
organized by the artist/activist Janet Bradley
7. In Santa Cruz, California, - USA - A reading at Bookshop
Santa Cruz on Monday, March 4th, from 7-9pm. This
reading is being organized by the poet/educator David
Sullivan
8. In San Francisco, California, USA - A reading at Bird &
Beckett Books on Sunday, March 3rd at 7:30pm organized
by Eric Whittington, bookseller/activist
9. In Cairo, Egypt - A reading at The American University
in Cairo (AUC) coordinated by the educators, Philip Croom
and Conchita Anorve.
10. In Cleveland, Ohio - USA - A reading organized by the
writer/educator, Hilary M. Plum
11. In Venice, Italy, a reading at Scuola Internazionale
di Grafica Venezia, coordinated by Roberta Feoli Artist/
Activist and Printshop and studio manager at Scuola.
12. In Gloucestershire County, U.K. - A reading organized
by the artist/educator/activist, Andrew Morrison in the
Drawing Studios, University of Gloucestershire. On 5th
March 2019
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13. In Takoma Park, Maryland- USA - A reading at the
famous activist cafe, Busboys and Poets, organized by the
artists/activists Nasrin Navab, Nahid Navab, and the artist/
educator/activist Helen Frederick
14. In Calgary, Alberta, Canada - A reading at Mount
Royal University, organized by the poet/educator Richard
Harrison
15. At Ashoka University, just outside New Delhi, India.
Organized by the writer/educator/activist, Aditi Sriram
16. In Warren, Michigan - USA - A reading (in Arabic)
organized by the Mesopotamian For Art and Culture.
17. In Milwaukie, Oregon - USA -Al Mutanabbi Street
Starts Here! Bilingual Poetry Reading - Pond House of the
Ledding Library, Milwaukie. 2-4 PM, March 9 th.
2215 SE Harrison St, Milwaukie, OR, 97222 (organized by
Tom Hogan)
18. In Portland, Oregon - USA - Al Mutanabbi Street Starts
Here! Iraqi Cultural celebration - Listen, Talk and Have Fun
with Iraqi food, music, and dance. 5- 8 PM, March 16th.
Catholic Charities 2740 SE Powell Blvd, Portland, OR, 9720
19. In Portland, Oregon - USA Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts
Here! Bilingual Poetry reading, Multnomah Central Library,
US Bank Conference Room, 2-4 PM, March 30801 SW 10th
Ave, Portland, OR 97205
20. In Beaverton, Oregon - USA Al Mutanabbi Street Starts
Here! Bilingual Poetry Reading - Beaverton City Library,
2-3:30 PM, April 13th
For the full list of dates and updates see:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/85909663901/
OPPORTUNITIES

From Rosie Sherwood - turn the page symposium:
Call for Papers - Deadline 15th February 2019
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I am delighted to announce that the turn the page
Symposium will be returning in 2019. The symposium
will he held on May 16th at The Forum in Norwich, UK,
in conjunction with turn the page Artists Book Fair 2019.
I am honoured to welcome Les Bicknell and Maria White
as our Keynote Speakers for 2019.
The inaugural symposium covered topics as broad as
appropriation as art, book arts in the library, and the book
as map. I look forward to receiving your proposals for what
I are sure will be an equally diverse and exciting day of book
arts. The turn the page Symposium promotes new research
and is hosted in conjunction with turn the page Artists
Book Fair. Proposals are welcome from artists, creators,
publishers and academics that explore the many facets of the
artists’ book.
Subjects could include but in no way limited to: The book
as object, the book as a journey, curating the book, book
artists as independent publishers, fine art presses, the haptic
in book arts, intertextuality, materiality, book arts and
technology, book arts in special collections, collaboration in
book arts production.
Abstracts are for twenty-minute papers and should be no
more than 250 - 300 words. Proposals for papers should be
sent as attached Word documents, with a short biography
appended, and submitted by the deadline of 15th February
2019 to ttpbookfair@gmail.com
You can find full details and an optional submissions form
on the website https://www.turnthepage.org.uk/symposium
World Book Night 2019 - An invitation
Deadline 1st March 2019
WBN United Artists have set the book for 2019. If you wish
to join us and contribute, please get reading… The text we
are responding to is Under Milk Wood: a play for voices,
by Dylan Thomas.

From Linda Parr, WBN coordinator for 2019: We plan
to explore and mine Dylan Thomas’s Under Milk Wood as
a celebration for World Book Night, encouraged by Jeremy
Dixon’s micro-book Finding Your Way to Dylan Thomas
(Hazard Press). Under Milk Wood - A Play for Voices was
finished in 1953, Thomas’s last work, a radio play, famously
and variously expressed in film and TV.
We will go back to the book.
Read it, preferably out loud, imagine Richard Burton’s
chocolate voice and love the words. Enjoy the sounds,
wonderful descriptions and juicy alliterations. Meet the salty
sea-side inhabitants of the town under Milk Wood, and read
about yellowing dickybird-watching pictures, The Rustle of
Spring, bouncing bedspring grass, germs and pelicans, silky
petticoats, and the jolly, rogered sea.
We are asking readers to select their favourite 10 words
from the text and email them to us (hybrid and hyphenated
words also acceptable). We will use these words as part of a
collaborative pamphlet/newsletter, a copy of which will be
sent to every contributor. We’ll also be making our annual
video to launch on World Book Night, 23rd April 2019.
Please send your 10 words contribution to
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk by 1st March 2019.
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/news/
Booklyn is hosting an open call for an upcoming
exhibition at our gallery in Sunset Park.
Lil’ Radicals: Multicultural and Social Justice Publications
for Kids in the 21st Century, April 6, 2019 – May 31, 2019
Lil’ Radicals is a survey exhibition of independently and
self-published children’s books, zines, and other print-based
publications created specifically for children between ages
3-12, and with a focus on multicultural affirmation, social
justice education, and empathy development.
In recent years we have witnessed a new wave of storytelling
in children’s literature in response to the wide diversity
gap in children’s book publishing. But while so-called
“diverse” characters and narratives emerge frequently from
mainstream publishers, the results have been limited. Books
that address marginalized histories and identities tend to
stay safely within the bounds of a conservative book market,
and in doing so center white, hetero and cis bodies, and
reinforce capitalist or colonialist values/structures. Here’s
one example.
We want to see a broad range of stylistic and narrative
approaches to children’s publications that will both engage
children, challenge standards, and surprise adult readers.
The deadline to apply is 18th February 2019.
Please read submission details at: https://booklyn.org/
exhibition-open-call/

Image above: detail from the 1961 edition of Under Milk Wood
illustrated by Brian Rees
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Booklyn, Inc. at the Brooklyn Army Terminal, 140 58th
Street, Brooklyn, NY 11220, USA.
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BALTIC, Gateshead, UK
BALTIC Self-Publishing Artists Market will be 27th April
2019 (11am–6pm). Applications welcome from all artists
from 1st December. We are looking for zines, DIY making,
chap books, artists’ books, multiples, comics, independent
publishing, posters etc. We are also encouraging artists from
other disciplines who would like to explore the relevance
and value of print culture.
Application Process:
A written proposal of no longer than 250 words, a brief CV
and up to 8 images (jpegs) should be submitted at
http://baltic.art/artists-market-2019

Important Dates
• Closing date for entry: 5pm Friday 8th March 2019
• Successful entrants notified by: 5pm Friday 29th March
2019
• Selected works to be received between: Monday 1st April
and Thursday 18th April 2019
• Opening & announcement of acquisitions: 6.00pm
Thursday 2nd May 2019 at Manly Art Gallery and Museum,
1 West Esplanade & Commonwealth Parade, Manly NSW
• Exhibition dates: Friday 3rd May to Sunday 9th June
• Works to be collected from Manly Library or returned as
instructed: between Monday 17th June and Friday 5th July
• Entry fee $35 AUD
More information, and link to entry form:
https://www.northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au/library/whats-on/
artists-book-award
For further information contact:
ArtistBookAward@northernbeaches.nsw.gov.au
Marches Book Arts Group meets each month in Clun,
Shropshire, UK to share skills, ideas, and news - visitors
are welcome! Our members come from all over the Welsh
border region (the Marches) and have a range of experience
and skills. Besides sharing information and learning new
skills together, we attend book fairs and exhibitions where
we display collectively and individually. We strive to expand
awareness of book arts and are open to collaboration with
other artists and groups.
We meet on the third Tuesday of each month from 10 to 4 at
the Haslehurst Community Room in Clun, Shropshire SY7
8LQ. All are welcome! Find out more and get in touch at
https://www.marchesbookartsgroup.co.uk/get-in-touch

The deadline for submissions for exhibitors’ stalls is
midnight Sunday 3rd March 2019

Opportunities at Women’s Studio Workshop, USA

Terms:
Exhibitors’ stalls are 90 x 180 cm approx.
Prices for stalls are:
– Individual artist/imprint/collective: £25 or £12.50 for half/
shared table.
– College/university: £50
– Payment must be made by 30th March 2019
http://baltic.art
Manly Library Artist’s Book Award 2019

Women’s Studio Workshop has an artist-centred philosophy
and a deep commitment to the individual’s creative process.
Entries for the 2019 award are now open.
If you’ve created an artist’s book in the past two years you’re
eligible to enter (2017, 2018 or 2019). All selected works will
be displayed at The Manly Art Gallery and Museum, NSW
Australia. Winning works will be purchased as part of the
Northern Beaches Libraries’ collection.
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We support this vision through providing time and space in
the form of grants, residencies, and internships where artists
can come to work with 24-hour access to our studios.
Upcoming 1st April 2019 deadline include:
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Art-In-Education Workspace Residency
Studio Workspace Residency
Summer Internship
Find the full list of opportunities and more details on each
of the individual opportunities above at:
https://wsworkshop.org/opportunity-calendar/
Call for submissions /articles The Blue Notebook Journal for
artists’ books
Impact Press welcomes
submissions of writing on
contemporary artists’ books for
The Blue Notebook. The journal
publishes 4-5 articles per issue
on any aspect of artists’ publications by artists, writers,
poets, librarians, curators, educators…
All contributions are peer-reviewed by our panel of referees.
Our deadlines are usually 1st January and 1st July each
year. Please email Sarah to let her know if you intend to
submit for a deadline as there are only 4-5 slots per issue.
To get a flavour of the journal, visit: http://www.bookarts.
uwe.ac.uk/publications/blue-notebook.html
If you have any questions please email and ask:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Workshop teaching space available, UK - Looking for
somewhere to hold a bookbinding or book arts workshop?
Set in the beautiful Torridge Valley halfway between Great
Torrington and Holsworthy in the UK, Owl Barn Studio is
an inspiring, purpose built teaching space for bookbinding,
book arts, calligraphy, papercrafts and other related skills &
techniques. Light and airy with plenty of workspace for up
to 12 students, it’s the perfect place to learn new skills.

Do you live in or around Bristol, UK?
Are you into letterpress printing?
Do you create handmade books?
The newly-formed Bristol Branch of
the British Printing Society is looking
out for more members!
Founded in 1944 by a Bristol printer,
William R. Brace, The BPS is an
organisation that enables printers to exchange views and
experiences, pass on hints and tips, and generally promote a
spirit of craftsmanship and friendliness.
We have our own very active publishing group, a yearly
convention, a monthly magazine ‘Small Printer’ and a
number of active branches across the UK as well as Bristol,
including London, South Wales, Scotland and Essex, and an
overseas branch. We are also a good source of second-hand
printing equipment! The yearly cost of membership is a
mere £30 for UK (or £45 for overseas members).
For more information, please contact me via email or
visit our website at: http://www.bpsnet.org.uk
Ian Knight – Secretary, BPS Bristol Branch
bristol@bpsnet.org.uk
Call for entries: Gallery East in conjunction with Gallery
Central (North Metropolitan TAFE) Perth. Western
Australia will be showing Between the Sheets: Artists’
Books Exhibition 2019 at Gallery Central, Perth, Western
Australia, 31st August – 22nd September 2019.

Between the Sheets, Artists’ Books 2017, Australian Galleries,
Melbourne

Everyone has their own table (these can be raised up for
those who prefer to work standing up) which can be laid
out to suit the style of workshop.
Very reasonable rates, lunch can be included. Cutting mats
and basic bookbinding tool kits are available. Plenty of
local accommodation. For further information or to make
a booking see our website at http://www.owlbarnstudio.
uk or contact owlbarnstudio@btinternet.com or call 07853
319250.
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The exhibition will then travel to: Australian Galleries,
Melbourne, Victoria and Manning Regional Art Gallery,
New South Wales (dates to be confirmed). It is open to
any artists working in the field of artist books to make
application to participate in Between the Sheets, the 2019
Artists’ Books Exhibition to be held initially at Gallery
Central, Perth, Western Australia.
		
Eligilibity
Entries:
• must have been completed within the last two years.
• must be the original work of the entrant.
• free standing works must be preferably no larger than (H)
300mm x (W) 300mm x (D) 300mm*
• preferably must not weigh more than 9kg.*
• * subject to the selectors’ discretion
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Entry Fee: A non-refundable entry fee of AUS $44 (incl.
GST) per book.
Information and Entry Form:
All applicants must complete the Entry Form. Submission
will be deemed to be acceptance of these Conditions.
Exhibitors may submit up to 2 works, either traditional
artist’s books or artist’s books as objects.
All works will be for sale.
All entry payments (cheques / money orders) should be
made payable to ‘Gallery East’. This administration fee is
non-refundable. Payment may also be made by PayPal or
by providing Gallery East with details of Visa, Mastercard
or American Express credit cards. Receipts will be emailed
to applicants.
All applicants must enclose a CD containing:
• up to 3 digital images of the entered work. Digital images
should be saved as 300dpi jpeg files. Each jpeg should be
saved with the artist’s name and title of work.
• a one-page CV saved as a word document.
• a short artist’s statement limited to 50 words saved as a
word document.
• CV and artists statements saved as words document.
All CDs will be retained by Gallery East.
Exhibition organiser: Gallery East. 0405 698 799. email:
admin@galleryeast.com.au
Entries (entry form, CD & entry fee) posted to:
Gallery East, 406 Hamilton Road, Munster, Western
Australia 6166, Australia
Deadline: Entries must arrive by 5pm, 14th June, 2019.
Late entries will not be accepted.
All information can be found in the conditions of entry link
at: http://www.galleryeast.com.au/
Call for entries: All Stitched Up
An international juried book arts exhibition
3rd September – 11th December 2019 at Collins Memorial
Library University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, WA, USA
Submission deadline 30th April 2019
All Stitched Up is asking for submissions of artists’ books
from around the globe where stitching is a featured element.
They may be visible stitches for the binding, text, or images,
or any technique that leaves evidence of stitches.
Artists’ books may be from an edition or unique, and
created from any medium. There is a $10 submission fee for
up to three works.
To stitch is to join together, to mend, or fasten as with
stitches – to sew. To stitch is to bring together fabric, paper,
wounds of the body, or cultural divides. Stitching can be an
act of healing, hope, practicality, creativity, and revolution.
All Stitched Up recognises and celebrates the work of book
artists’ where stitching has become an integral part of the
visual design. Curators Catherine Alice Michaelis, Jane A.
Carlin, and Diana Weymar will jury the show and a print
catalogue will be created.
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We are particularly (but not solely) interested in works that
showcase collaboration and focus on building a sense of
shared community. That may include collaboration between
two or more artists, two or more communities, or crowdsourced projects. Sewing that joins people and ideas link
us to historical social and political sewing circles from
the abolitionist movement of the 1800s, to the corporate
resistant DIY movement kindled by the Riots Grrrls in
the 1990s, to the knitting collectives of today that focus on
the anti-war, pro-science, and pro-choice movements. In
addition, you may draw inspiration from the embroidered
books of the Victorian period, the rise of needlecrafts
during the Arts & Crafts period, and family traditions of
sewing by machine or hand stitching.
This exhibition will include pages from Diana Weymar’s
Interwoven Stories project. This includes Refashioning
Identity, which was created by members of the Puget Sound
community in 2016/17 as facilitated by Weymar.
2019 Submission & Exhibition Schedule
April 30th – submission deadline
May 25th – notification of acceptance
August 21st – delivery of books by mail or in person
September 3rd – show opens
September 14th – opening celebration
December 11th – show closes
December 30th - January 3rd – return of books
Curators
Catherine Alice Michaelis is an artist, writer, publisher,
curator, teacher, and most recently – videopoet and
animator. As proprietor of May Day Press, she is best
known for her artist’s books that incorporate letterpress
and pressure printing techniques. In 1998, Catherine began
to feature sewing in her print work in relation to family,
intimate secrets, and emotional healing. She collaborates
often, with both artists and writers, and her 1999
collaborative project, Stack the Deck: 22 Artists Mark the
Cards for Women’s Health & Healing, is frequently on show
somewhere. Her artist’s books have been featured in solo
and group exhibitions throughout the U.S. and are collected
in over 80 institutions. Catherine was profiled in the ‘Nature’
episode of Craft in America on PBS in 2017. She lives near
Olympia, Washington.
Jane A. Carlin is currently the Library Director at the
Collins Memorial Library at the University of Puget Sound.
Prior to joining Puget Sound, Jane was the Director of
the Design, Architecture, Art and Planning Library at the
University of Cincinnati and has also held positions at
Oxford Brooks University in Oxford, England, University
of Texas, Arlington and Indiana University-Purdue
University, Indianapolis. Jane has long been an advocate
for the artists’ book. Her graduate thesis, A History of Art
Book Publishing in Great Britain, serves as the foundation
for many programs and classes she has taught on the
art and history of books, including classes on William
Morris, the history of the book, as well as artists’ books
and social justice movements. In 2008, Jane brought the
book arts to the Collins Library and has worked with
community members to form Puget Sound Book Artists, an
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organisation dedicated to supporting and promoting book
arts. Jane is the curator of numerous exhibits at the Collins
Library and currently serves as the Vice-President of the
PSBA organization.

Chino Crafts
Supporting local artisans in rural Nepal

Diana Weymar lives in Victoria, BC. She has a studio
practice and is the creator of Interwoven Stories, an
international textile project. She grew up in the wilderness
of Northern British Columbia, studied creative writing at
Princeton, and worked in film in New York City. Interwoven
Stories has been exhibited and implemented in Colombia,
Switzerland, Syria, Canada, and the States. She has worked
with, is working with or had a residency with The Zen
Hospice Project, The Nantucket Atheneum, The University
of Puget Sound, UMass Amherst, The Peddie School, The
Arts Council of Princeton, Build Peace, Trans Tipping Point
Project, and The Textile Arts Center (Manhattan). Her work
has been exhibited and collected in the States and Canada.
She also curated art for the NRG Energy Headquarters in
Princeton, NJ.
Criteria for submission
• We are limiting submissions to two books per individual
artist with the allowance of a third if it is created in a
collaborative fashion, OR up to three collaborative works
per team.
• Entries must be original and the artist(s) must own
copyright to the work.
• While works need not be recent, we ask that any works
submitted not have been previously on display in Western
Washington.
• Artists’ books that display within the parameters of 16”H
x 15”W x 14”D are preferred. Artists whose works display
beyond these guidelines or hang on the wall should begin
a conversation with the curators, as there is limited space
outside the locked cases. See photos of gallery and cases on
our website here: https://www.pugetsound.edu/academics/
academic-resources/collins-memorial-library/all-stitchedup/about-the-space/
• There is a $10 submission fee for up to 3 works through
PayPal. Payment must also be received by August 21, 2019.
The payment is made to All Stitched Up curator, Catherine
Alice Michaelis at PayPal.Me/CatherineAlice
• Work must be available from August 21st, 2019 to January
3rd, 2020.
• Entries must match the images submitted with the
application.

Some of the world’s finest crafted book art
accessories are within your easy reach...

Find a link to our submission process here:
https://psba.formstack.com/forms/all_stitched_up_
exhibition
For questions, contact Catherine Alice Michaelis:
maydaypress@gmail.com

Your enquiries please: thame2709@gmail.com
Website: https://www.chinocrafts.com
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ARTIST’S BOOK FAIRS & EVENTS

(i.e. books, zines, catalogues, paper products) as well as
apps, video games, videos, AR, infographics and anything
that goes from traditional printing to the last digital avantgardes.
Our long term goal is to create a comprehensive Art
Publishing Fair by joining creators, consumers and
collectors of publishing projects conceived as works of art;
however, the variety of works and output is what keeps
Fruit Exhibition in a state of constant renewal. Each year
we ask ourselves: What does publishing mean?, “What is a
publication?”, “What are its characteristics and its limits?”,
“What are the words and terms we can use to define it?”.
And each year the answer is different.
The result is an extremely fluid scenario, just like the
contemporary means of visual expression, capable of
stretching across very different settings and boundaries, and
often a step ahead of the themes that will become the new
cultural trends.

Fruit Exhibition 7
Palazzo Isolani, Bologna, Italy
1st - 3rd February 2019
Fruit Exhibition project was born to improve the chances of
international exposure for micro-publishers, self-publishers,
graphic designers, illustrators and artists who use books or
magazines to express and develop their art, with a specific
interest for publishing products that depend on independent
distribution and mostly convene contents linked to the
visual arts and its ‘subcategories’.
Micro and self-publishing is usually a deliberate choice of
the artist in order to maintain complete creative freedom,
both in content and design, that often leads to deep research
and experimentation with new creative outlets.
However, self-publishing also forces publishers and
artists into an underground structure of production and
distribution which presents clear limits in its marketing and
communication power, such as the impossibility of reaching
international bookstores and online big sales platforms.
Fruit Exhibition aims to fill this gap by creating an
independent platform for artists, graphic designers and
publishers to be seen and discovered by an international
audience. The festival is one of the few places (both real
and virtual) created to escape the limits of independent
distribution without compromising freedom of expression.
Throughout the festival people can see, touch and
experience the works, talk with the artists and become part
of an international network of creatives.
Working on (and with) independent publishing means, in
fact, creating an inclusive space that presents a multi-layered
and multifaceted universe including traditional publications
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Fruit Exhibition is composed by a large market-place and
a bookshop hosting about 100 exhibitors. Our exhibitors
are usually selected through a call for applications that is
circulated nationally and internationally during summer
time and closes in October. Artists selected for the
publishers market are usually self-publishers, graphic
designers, illustrators and visual artists that choose
publishing as a way to express themselves and their arts.
They include both traditional and digital publishers,
designers, photographers, video-makers, sound-artists and
motion-graphic creators.
Besides the market, the festival includes a programme
of conferences and workshops ran by world-famous
professionals and emerging artists. These activities have the
very practical purpose of giving professional and formative
orientation, as well as strengthening the network or building
new connections amongst professionals. Each edition of the
event also presents a focus (photo publishing, game design
and sound editions, queer and fashion publishing); next
year’s focus will be on humour. See the full programme at:
http://www.fruitexhibition.com/en/program/
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books / book arts to bring to the audience in USA which
will be shown on a collection of tables, alongside a collective
project called Bibliotek Nordica, which includes book works
made specially from roughly 80 Nordic artists, printmakers,
and writers.
The partners curating the tables are: Åse Eg Jørgensen / Pist
Protta, Denmark; Tatjana Bergelt, Finland; Arkir ArtBook
Group, Iceland; Codex Polaris, Norway; Carina Fihn and
Lina Nordenström, Sweden.
One Keynote and two artists speakers have been chosen
from the Nordic Countries to present a selection of books
and projects from this part of the world at the seminar.
Extra events for the Codex Nordica program will take place
at the San Francisco Center of the Book, and the Book Club
of California. SFCB will be showing an earlier Codex Polaris
project - the Nordic Letterpress Collaboration, with an
extended Posted / Unposted exhibition.
https://www.codexpolaris.com/codex-nordica.html
The Craneway Pavilion
1414 Harbor Way South, Richmond, CA 94804, USA.
For the full list of exhibitors, visit:
http://www.codexfoundation.org/codex-2019/

7th CODEX Book Fair & Symposium
The Craneway Pavilion, Richmond, CA
3rd - 6th February 2019
The Codex Foundation exists to preserve and promote
the contemporary hand-made book as a work of art in the
broadest possible context and to bring to public recognition
the artists, the craftsmanship, and the rich history of the
civilisation of the book.
Once again, CODEX VII Book Fair will take place at the
spacious Craneway Pavilion in Richmond. The venue
boasts panoramic views of the San Francisco skyline from a
waterfront setting.
Codex Nordica is an exhibition concept initiated by Imi
Maufe, after her attendance at CODEX book fair and
seminar, USA 2017. After the success of the Chinese focus
at Codex 2017 a large selection of books from Denmark,
Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden will be shown at
Codex 2019. With an invitation from the Codex Foundation
to participate at the book fair and seminar in 2019, Codex
Polaris, a group promoting book arts in Norway and the
Nordic Countries of Europe, have organised Codex Nordica
for the coming event.
Codex Polaris worked with partners from the Nordic
Countries to curate a selection the best of Nordic artists’
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The Sticky Institute
Annual Festival of the Photocopier Zine Fair
Trades Hall, Carlton, Australia
Saturday 9th - Sunday 10th February 2019
12 – 5pm each day. A two-day zine fair at the new location
of the historic Trades Hall on Lygon Street in Carlton.
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The zine fair is happening on Saturday 9th February and
Sunday 10th February 2019. The zine fair will run from 12
to 5 each day, many exhibitors will be there on one of the
two days. Zine fair poster design by Pey Chi. Catch Gracia &
Louise there on Sunday. Free entry.

Pages - The 22nd International Contemporary Artists’
Book Fair at The Tetley Centre for Contemporary Art in
Leeds, UK. Saturday 2nd & Sunday 3rd March 2019
Performances, workshops, keynote talk and hundreds of
artists’ books. Saturday 11am–4pm, Sunday 11am–5pm.

Trades Hall, 54 Victoria Street, Carlton, Victoria, Australia.
http://www.stickyinstitute.com

The Tetley Book Fair, 2018. Photo: Jules Lister

Artists’ BookMarket at The Fruitmarket Gallery and Stills,
Edinburgh, UK
Saturday 9th & Sunday 10th February 2019
Artists’ BookMarket is Edinburgh’s annual celebration of
artists’ book culture, with a Friday night talk and a fair
running over two busy weekend days. The Fruitmarket
Gallery and Stills combine forces to deliver Scotland’s major
artists’ book fair. Visit our galleries to discover and purchase
the most interesting and striking work being made in artists’
books and artist-led publishing.

This year The Tetley and PAGES bring new artists and work
to the 22nd International Contemporary Artists’ Book Fair.
Experience The Tetley come alive through artists’ books and
our exciting programme including spotlight presentations,
workshops and keynote talk. Our longest-running artists’
book fair outside of London is a perfect chance to meet
and chat with artists, collectives, publishers and imprints –
including international participants.

The Tetley Book Fair, 2018. Photo: Jules Lister

Free talks run throughout the weekend and there are
individually priced workshops for you to try your hand at
book making.
The Fruitmarket Gallery
45 Market Street Edinburgh EH1 1DF, UK.

Our keynote speaker is Sumi Perera, an interdisciplinary
artist whose interactive work draws on her background as
a doctor and scientist. Sri-Lankan born and now based in
London, she creates multiple series from a set of printing
plates by combining hybrid printmaking techniques with
stitch and Computer Numerical Controlled methods. Her
work has received international awards and is held in many
public collections including the Tate Britain, V&A Museum,
Ashmolean, Oxford and Yale Centre for British Art.
The Tetley, Hunslet Road, Leeds, LS10 1JQ, UK.
https://www.thetetley.org/whats-on/22nd-internationalcontemporary-artists-book-fair

Stills, 23 Cockburn St, Edinburgh EH1 1BP, UK.
https://www.fruitmarket.co.uk/artists-bookmarket-2/
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Bristol Artist’s Book Event at Arnolfini, Bristol, UK.
Saturday 30th March and Sunday 31st March 2019
The 7th Bristol Artist’s Book Event (BABE) at Arnolfini
is on Saturday 30th March and Sunday 31st March 2019,
11am - 6pm Saturday and 11am - 5pm Sunday.

BALTIC Self-Publishing Artists Market, Gateshead, UK.
Saturday 27th April 2019
BALTIC Self-Publishing Artists’ Market takes place on
Saturday 27th April, with around 50 artists, bookmakers,
small press publishers, printmakers, artist’s groups and
zine makers selling their work. This annual Artists’ Book
Market is a great opportunity to meet artists and browse a
wide range of affordable artworks. Artist-led activities and
performances will also accompany this special one-day
event. 11.00-18.00 FREE Drop-in
BALTIC Centre for Contemporary Art
South Shore Road, Gateshead, NE8 3BA, UK.
http://baltic.art/
INTERNET NEWS

BABE at Arnolfini 2017. Photo: Tom Sowden

From Duncan Chappell, Academic Liaison Librarian
at Glasgow School of Art: We have a Pinterest board,
on which we have photographed about 1,500 of our artists’
books collection.

BABE at Arnolfini will take place over the ground and first
floor galleries and auditorium space of Arnolfini. Arnolfini
is one of Europe’s leading centres for the contemporary arts
and this is a great opportunity to view and buy artists’ books
from the attending artists and publishers.

The link is here: https://www.pinterest.co.uk/gsalibrary/gsalibrary-artists-books-collection/
Spotted by Jim Kelly, W.E.B. Du Bois Library, University
of Massachusetts: An article on the Letterform Archive, a
nonprofit centre for inspiration, education, and community.
BABE at Arnolfini 2017. Photo: Tom Sowden

BABE at Arnolfini is organised by Arnolfini in collaboration
with the Centre for Fine Print Research at UWE Bristol and
the Making Books Research Centre, Bath School of Art &
Design at Bath Spa University.
We have 80+ artists and publishers coming to Bristol from
all over the UK, Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Norway,
Poland and Sweden to showcase their books.
There will also be a programmed series of events, talks and
workshops running over the weekend on the top floor of
Arnolfini. We hope you can come along!
#BABE2019
Arnolfini, 16 Narrow Quay, Bristol BS1 4QA, UK.
https://www.arnolfini.org.uk
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Periodicals as Collections, No. 1: Het Overzicht and
Wendingen. A magazine is a microcosm of collecting and
curating. Our new series explores the connections within
and between our collection of avant-garde periodicals.
Read the first article in the series at:
https://letterformarchive.org/news/periodicals-ascollections-01
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Also from Jim Kelly: A link to ‘The most complete
and authoritative listing of North American book, paper,
and ephemera fairs on the Internet’:
http://bookfairs.com/fairs-next-year.html
From Simon Goode of LCBA: ‘Artist Publisher – Forum
for Artist Book Publishing’ A new artist publisher online
forum created by Temporary Services. Individuals can
join as members and discuss or pose topics around artists’
publishing. https://artistpublisher.temporaryservices.org
From Anna Juchnowicz, Poland: I recently defended
my PhD in the area of book arts, the subject being my
“Sappho books”. The final exhibition of nine artist’s books
inspired by Sappho and her poetry consists of firstly three
works in the form of (almost) traditional book objects.

The exhibition also included photographs, graphic prints,
audiovisual installations, and other creations made during
the research on bookbinding art, definition of artist’s book,
visual narrative, illustrating poetry, and interpretation of
Sappho’s texts.
Here is more info about it on my portfolio blog:
https://the9books.wordpress.com/2018/12/12/the-9-booksfinal-exhibition/

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
I was there’
Ana Paula Estrada
‘I was there’ is a set of two artists’ books that tell the life
stories of Kevin and Esta, two elderly individuals, with
whom I have been meeting for the last two years.

The books will be published in a small edition of onehundred sets, produced locally through a variety of
industrial printing and binding processes. They will be
ready for delivery by the end of March, 2019.
I am now taking online PRE-ORDERS:
http://www.anapaulaestrada.com/pre-sale/
For more info about the project please visit:
http://www.anapaulaestrada.com/book-process/

Franticham’s Assembling Box Nr. 41
Redfoxpress
Visual poetry and works inspired by Fluxus. A5 box with
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contributions from 25 invited artists from 10 countries.
Visual poetry, collages, prints, multiples and objects.
Contributions from:
Hartmut Abendschein, Switzerland - Christian Alle,
France - Tiziana Baracchi, Italy - Calogero Enzo Barba,
Italy - Pier Roberto Bassi, Italy - Anna Boschi, Italy Sarah Bracken, Ireland - Bruno Chiarlone, Italy - David
Dellafiora, Australia - Henry Denander, Sweden - Klaus
Peter Dencker, Germany - Antonio Gomez, Spain - Klaus
Groh, Germany - Scott Helmes, USA - Jennie Hinchcliff,
USA - Miguel Jimenez, Spain - Emilio Morandi, Italy - Leo
Morrissey, USA - Andrew Maximilian Niss, Germany Juergen Olbrich, Germany - Alfonso Aguado Ortuno, Spain
- Sinclair Scripa, USA - Litsa Spathi, Netherlands - Ptrzia
Tictac, Germany - Thierry Tillier, Belgium.

Materiality: poets/ poetry/ letterpress/ artist books. Caren
has invited writers and artists to publish papers associated
with the 2017 University of Canberra symposium on Poetry
and the Artist Book. Contributors include: Susan Wood,
Caren Florance and Marian Crawford plus artists’ pages
and interventions by Monica Carroll, Nicci Haynes and
Paul Uhlmann. Cover, badge and sticker designs by Caren
Florance and Angela Gardner.

The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books Vol 13 Nos 1 and
2. Publication dates: October 2018 and April 2019.

40 copies signed and numbered 1/40 to 40/40. December
2018. Only 15 copies available for sale. Price: 70 euro / 100 $
/ £60 GBP. Please order online with Paypal at
http://redfoxpress.com/ass.box41.html or by email to
info@redfoxpress.com

The Blue Notebook journal for artists’ books Vol 13 No 1
The new issue of The Blue Notebook journal for artists’
books is guest edited by Caren Florance, artist and recent
2018 Critic-in-Residence at ANCA Gallery in Canberra
This issue focuses on Caren’s PhD project, Collaborative
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£10 covers subscription for both issues, badge and stickers:
https://store.uwe.ac.uk/product-catalogue/publications/
impact-press-publications/the-blue-notebook-journal-forartists-books-vol-13-1-2

Artist’s Book Yearbook 2018-2019
Published by Impact Press at The Centre for Fine Print
Research, University of the West of England, Bristol
Essays: With her regular page for bookartbookshop, Tanya
Peixoto celebrates Kelly Wellman; Endangered Species of
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Book by John Bently, ponders the disappearance of paperbased books from our daily routines; Liminal Moments At
The Edges: Reading Montage Narratives in Artists’ Books by
Victoria Cooper explores some examples of the montage
within bookworks by Australian artists held within the State
Library of Queensland, Brisbane; Peter Seddon Reviews
the exhibition Press & Release 2016: Technology and the
Evolution of The Artist’s Book at Phoenix Brighton, UK;
Josh Hockensmith of the Joseph C. Sloane Art Library at the
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, USA, explains
The Artists’ Books Critical Index Project, gathering citations
of where specific artists’ books are mentioned or pictured
in literature about artists’ books; Egidija Čiricaitė considers
In the Space of Time - the metaphor of book space as “time”
in artists’ books from the Prescriptions collection held at the
University of Kent Special Collections and Archives, UK;
in unfoldingthinking - Making Book Art with Scientists, Les
Bicknell reflects on his recent artist’s residency at the Centre
for Doctoral Training in Nanoscience and Technology at
Cambridge University, UK, and the bookworks produced to
date; from Poland, in What if my artist’s book is not really an
object…, Anna Juchnowicz discusses her long-term project
using printmaking, artists’ books and installation to express
ideas from the poetry of Sappho today; in BEEZER: Library
Interventions, Nick Norton reflects on the artists, designers,
writers and performers participating in the interventions
programme at Leeds College of Art, UK. Since 2013 Library
Interventions has been making the creative potential of the
library visible to a wide audience; in Un-Flattened: Book Arts
and the Artist’s Map, Rosie Sherwood, UK, asks from the
perspective of a book artist - Can a map be a reflection of a
place, an experience, an emotional response?
Cover design: Tom Sowden. Artists’ pages by: Stephan
Erasmus, Gloria Glitzer, Kellie Hindmarch, Sarah Jacobs,
Sophie Loss, Hazel Roberts, Tricia Treacy, and Claire Yspol.
The listings sections detail some of the vast amount of artists’
books activity, education and discussion taking place
around the world and include: Artist’s Book Publishers &
Presses; Bookshops for artists’ books; Artist’s Book Dealers;
Galleries & Centres; Collections, Libraries & Archives;
Artist’s Book Fairs and Events; Book Arts Courses and
Workshops; resources for Design, Print & Bind; Print
and Papermaking Studios; Journals and Magazines;
New Reference Publications; Organisations, People,
Projects and Societies.

2 x randomly selected back issues of the Artist’s Book
Yearbook for a bargain £10!
5 x randomly selected back issues of The Blue Notebook
journal for artists’ books for a bargain £10!
Both available at: http://bit.ly/28N29s4
The Long Distance
Poems by Beau Beausoleil
Prints by Felicia Rice
Published by Moving Parts Press
The Long Distance is a limited edition artist’s book of
seventeen poems by San Francisco poet, Beau Beausoleil.
These spare narrow poems are written in the winter
margins of love, alongside shards of waking dreams, and
find place within our country’s vicious history. They reveal
a mixture of the poet’s continuing concerns: social justice,
and the interior spaces of love and memory. The poems are
accompanied by four relief prints by Felicia Rice.

In the Artists’ Books Listings section, you can discover 400+
examples of new artists’ books from the information sent in
by artists in the following countries: Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Canada, Cuba, Denmark, France, Germany,
Ireland, Italy, Norway, Poland, Russia, Serbia, South Africa,
Spain, Sweden, The Netherlands, the UK and the USA.
240pp, 21 x 29.7 cm, b&w offset litho, colour cover.
ISBN 978-1-906501-12-9. Please order your copy online at:
http://bit.ly/28N29s4
Help us clear our bookshelves by filling yours!
In April 2019 Impact Press will move to a new office on
campus. Help us clear our bookshelves by filling yours
with our artists’ books reference publications.
We have two bundles available:
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Beau Beausoleil is a native of the Bronx, New York; a former
bookseller and a San Francisco poet since the late 1960s.
Beausoleil sold his first chapbook of poetry, Undelivered
Love Letters Of An Aztec Mailman (1970), on the streets
of San Francisco for 35 cents a copy, it was hand lettered
by the Fillmore collage poster artist, David Singer. In 2007
Beausoleil founded ‘Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here’, a
global project of cross cultural and transnational solidarity.
Felicia Rice is a book artist, typographer, letterpress printer,
printmaker, publisher, and educator. She has collaborated
with visual artists, performing artists, and writers under the
Moving Parts Press imprint since 1977. Work from the
Press has been included in exhibitions from New York to
Mexico DF to Japan. She has been active in Beausoleil’s
‘Al-Mutanabbi Street Starts Here Coalition’ since its
founding in 2007.
Designed by Felicia Rice, The Long Distance was handset
in Lightline Gothic and Garamond types, and letterpress
printed on Somerset Book paper at Moving Parts Press by
Felicia Rice and Jared Cortez. The poems are accompanied
by four relief prints by Rice. Craig Jensen of BookLab II
bound this edition of 55 signed and numbered copies.
Size: 6 1/4” x 14”, 32 pages, $250. January 2019.
http://movingpartspress.com/thelongdistance

Sh! ffLight! (a score)
Emma Bolland & Helen Clarke

Sh! ffLight! (a score) by Emma Bolland and Helen
Clarke is a zaum poem / art writing response to the Tate
Modern exhibition ‘Shape of Light: 100 years of abstract
photography’, now published in pamphlet form as a score
for two voices. Sh! ffLight! (a score) was written for, and
first performed at Writing Photographs, Tate Modern, 13th
October 2018. Writing Photographs brought together artists,
writers, curators and researchers, to present and discuss
photography as an expanded practice. The event employed
a series of experimental and performative provocations
to counter traditional ideas of image and text, exploring
a contemporary understanding of Writing Photographs
through inter-medial constellations. Writing Photographs
was convened and curated by Wiebke Leister and Beverley
Carruthers, and was a collaboration between Tate and The
Photography and the Contemporary Imaginary Research
Hub at London College of Communication.’
You can buy Sh! ffLight! (a score) for £5 plus P&P at:
https://gordianprojects.com/sh-fflight-a-score/

Mailboxes San Diego 1986–1987
Stephen Clarke
Café Royal Books
16.01.19. 36 pages, 14 x 20 cm, b/w digital. 6.00
https://www.caferoyalbooks.com/shop/stephen-clarkemailboxes-san-diego-19861987

‘metal, grav, grav, gravura, acute, bravura
running, running, back to later, all the way to krull, kriss, kross
metal, grav, grav, gravura, acute. bra-vur-rah.’

Printed landscape
Colin Sackett, Uniformbooks
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Printed landscape has been selected from a miscellany of
work published since the early 1990s, reformatted and
arranged alphabetically. The subjects are commonly about
geography, its interpretation and abstraction on the printed
page. The locations are often places of familiarity and
association, from across southern England, while the book
has to do with making connections between its modalities.
As with places, or types of places - its subject as such the reading is intendedly multi-directional. Illustrated in
black and white throughout.

Guild, considering the uses of vernacular forms to explore
how dialect words, grammar and syntax challenge and
improve traditional orthodoxies of critical writing.

The six titles are:
New Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border
Harry Josephine Giles & Martin O’Leary
ISBN 978 1 906012 92 2
Skrubolz Garbillkore
Robert Herbert McClean
ISBN 978 1 906012 94 6
It Disappears In Blue and Red and Gold
Helen Nisbet
ISBN 978 1 906012 93 9
Notes on Just Back from Los Angeles:
A Portrait of Yvonne Rainer
Adam Pendleton
ISBN 978 1 906012 96 0
Thresholds: A Prosody of Citizenship
Lisa Robertson
ISBN 978 1 906012 97 7
Born in suburban south London in 1958, Colin Sackett
has been making and publishing books since the late
1970s, working with Coracle Press during the 1980s, and
subsequently as a book designer collaborating with many
artists and writers. During this time, his own work has been
an investigation of editing and content, the licence to take
broad issue and to play with form and structure. He started
the ‘terraced publishing house’ Uniformbooks in 2011.
http://colinsackett.co.uk
112pp, 234 x 142 mm, ISBN 978 1 910010 19 8, paperback
with flaps. February 2019, £12.00. Available at:
http://www.colinsackett.co.uk/printedlandscape.php
Dialecty, A New Series of Chapbooks
Commissioned and Edited by Maria Fusco
Book Works is very pleased to launch Dialecty, a new series
of chapbooks conceived by Maria Fusco with The Common
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Enn Gramaten
Natasha Soobramanien & Luke Williams
ISBN 978 1 906012 95 3
Each chapbook is available for £8 individually, or as a
special boxed edition of 30, for £40, available from the
website: https://www.bookworks.org.uk
African Dreams
Hanne Matthiesen
African Dreams is the title of a unique artist’s book in a
small wooden box/ shrine: 13 x 21 x 7 cm with simple inlaid
pattern in mother-of-pearl. A rather small size for such a
huge topic. So where to start? That’s part of the challenge.
On a large geographical map cut out of my fantastic
Hammond’s New World Atlas from 1947 which has been
stored for a very special occasion, I authored and typed a
text summarising my view of Africa, as a large and diverse
continent with amazing landscapes, wild nature and great
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potential. Topics like war, famine, religious fanaticism etc is
not among my visions. A rather selective point of view, yes,
but that’s how I decided to deal with the subject.

After typewriting my text (and mixed it with Toto’s song
on the backside of the map) I filled the shrine with all sorts
of little bits and pieces that represent my dreams of Africa.
Seed pods, sea shells, various finds and raw materials,
objects and indeterminate stuff. Finally, the box has a
label with title and sender. The work will be on show in an
exhibition later in Lecce in Italy. See more of my work at:
http://www.hannematthiesen.dk

English text adaptation: Sarah Bodman, Paul Veres.
295 x 203 x 22 mm. Printing direct from the blocks, book
binding by the artist. Special slipcases. Wooden boxes as artobjects made by Dmitry Sayenko specially for ten lux copies
of this edition. Total edition: 19 numbered & signed copies.
2018-2019.
More details: nikodim-book@yandex.ru
nikodim-publish@mail.ru
King, Queen, Knight and Pawn
(Remarkable Masters of Chess)
Dmitry Sayenko
Images and text by Dmitry Sayenko, letterpress printed and
linocut prints on Somerset papers. The text was written
specially for this edition and is published for the first time.

NAUTILUS
Julia Borissova

The book was created in the NCCA Art residence in
Kronstadt. The Nautilus project was meant to be as an
imaginary museum, whose exhibits were dispersed in the
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urban area. Whereas the showcase of the museum protects
an object and isolates it from the audience, I placed my
pieces of work right in the streets of Kronshtadt. Being fully
aware of the impermanence of the paper collages, I chose for
them such walls that kept the traces of time. I was obsessed
by a desire to feel them and to know the town by touch.
The cracks and stains on those walls resembled either some
underwater landscapes or manuscripts of an unknown
civilisation or a message to the future left by every passing
day. I wanted to capture their essence, bringing the images
of the marine world and a human, which tried to conquer
the waves.

Kronshtadt was established as a sea fortress and a naval
base. The town, which is located on the island in the middle
of the Gulf of Finland, was closed to outsiders for a long
time. Even now it resembles a shell, that does not want to be
opened, keeping its past from strangers.
This unbound artist’s book encourages the viewer to interact
with and imagine the multiple possible forms. Each copy is
signed, folded and cut out by hand creating a unique book
every time. November 2018. Limited-edition of 315 copies,
46 photos on 72 pages, folded to 205 x 250 mm, open spread
615 x 250 mm, printed on strong paper, housed in a box.
For more info and order please contact the artist at:
info@juliaborissova.ru
More images can be viewed at: http://juliaborissova.ru/
Julia_Borissova_PhotoSite/Nautilus.html

The Nautilus project keeps developing as a book, that is a
mobile exhibition and installation. The holes in the pages
allow the viewer to focus on the separate fragments of
images and to divide the figures and the background.
This idea occurred to me as reference to Captain Nemo’s
Nautilus in the book by Jules Verne. This submarine was a
sort of museum and gave an opportunity to contemplate the
ruins of Atlantis through the observation glass.
As a quotation to the book I use the passage from the
essay ‘On the Superfluous’ by Arkadii Dragomoshchenko,
translated by Evgeny Pavlov:
‘You’ and ‘I,’ ‘past’ and ‘future,’ ‘and,’ et cetera can be
exhausted in the metaphor of the shell that rotates
on the same axis: exterior and interior, moisture and
sand, presence and absence – the shell that was once
simultaneously the instrument of calling and the
labyrinth of hearing. There is no certainty.

Cancer Times
Written and illustrated by Magnus Irvin
Cancer Times relates one man’s experience with prostate
cancer and his traumatic and occasionally hilarious progress
through the hospitals, doctors and numerous treatments
associated with the disease. It is a personalised view based
on the initial blogs that he sent to concerned friends and
family as his illness progressed.

I believed, that this is the best fit with the spirit of this town
and it is related to the idea, that I put into this project.
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The author hopes that this sometimes irreverent and highly
illustrated book will help other men and their families to
come to terms with life after prostate cancer diagnosis and
that the information, corroborated by medical professionals,
is both useful and entertaining.
25 x 20 cm, 118 pages with over 90 colour illustrations.
Hardback with dust wrapper.
To order Cancer Times please email Magnus Irvin at:
cancertimes06@gmail.com
https://www.cancertimes.net
Instagram:@magnusirvin

the continually updated digital information on our screens.
Printing the stories in tabloid format and tone both satirises
and reveals our current news environment.
A newspaper with headlines and articles about technological
changes in communication. Linoleum cut, vintage cuts, and
handset type letterpress printed on Arches Lightweight.
12.5” x 9.5” closed, 8 pages, edition of 20.
Currently a Fellowship artist at Kala Art Institute, Mary V.
Marsh makes prints and artists’ books at Quite Contrary
Press in Oakland, California, USA. https://mvmarsh.com
New from the NewLights Press:

TABLOID!
Mary V. Marsh
Quite Contrary Press
The making of the artist’s book TABLOID! became a process
of looking at my response to newspaper articles about
technological changes in our communication systems,
and the political changes affecting its access and control.

The Palingenesis
Drawings and text by Corie J. Cole
We are very excited to finally unveil The Palingenesis, the
first book by ceramics artist Corie J. Cole. The book is a
series of satirical portraits focusing on religious patriarchy.
It’s weird, and funny, and kind of nauseating. But then it
makes you laugh some more. Then more nausea.

The details: 36 pages, pamphlet stitch with attached jacket.
Risograph interior with letterpress printed jacket, cover,
and endsheets. 8” x 6.5” (closed). Edition of 150, 2019, $20.
Available at: https://www.newlightspress.com/store/

I collected headlines and articles, mostly from the New York
Times, from January-July 2018. Carving the photos and
articles in linoleum and hand setting lead type contrasts
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‘New style Zine books’
Drew Catlow, Skerrypress
Drew Catlow, book artist and printmaker has been
working on a new series of books in more of the Zine style.
These books follow on from his other creations with themes
of nature, wilderness, edges of thought etc.
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‘The lonely telephone box’ and ‘Dark sky’

They are quick inkjet production items in editions of 10,
taking images from photographs, monotype and etching
prints from the artist’s collection interworked with short
text. This is a departure from his other books which are
generally produced in small editions or are one off items.

Two versions of this piece have just been finished: an
unlimited edition fold-out concertina version that comes
in a dark yellow dustjacket; and a limited edition version,
which has clothbound hardcovers that fold over the booklet
and turn the piece in to a cube. The latter are in an edition
of thirty.

‘The north most wood’ and ‘The lonely telephone box’

‘The Lonely Telephone box’ is filled with whimsical text
and unusual images collected and adapted for example.
Drew will be at the 2019 Edinburgh Fruitmarket Artists’
Bookmarket. https://skerrypress.wordpress.com
Vasilisa and the Witch’s Fire
Joanna Robson
Vasilisa and the Witch’s Fire is a new artist’s book by
Joanna Robson. It depicts a scene from the Russian fairytale
Vasilisa the Fair, a story that sees its heroine Vasilisa
overcome the obstacles put before her by the witch Baba
Yaga. The lasercut booklet illustrates the heroine’s escape
home across the forest at night, armed with a mysterious
glowing skull.
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A short video of the editioned book (or cube) can be viewed
on Youtube at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7dqmSRaxryc
More information on both copies can be found at the online
shop at https://joannarobsonillustration.bigcartel.com
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MMM (My Mother Myself I) 2018
Claire Janine Satin

Fahrenheit 451
Super Terrain
Super Terrain is an artists and graphic designers’ collective
based in France.
Inspired by this dystopian fiction, in which firemen track
and burn books, the limited edition of Fahrenheit 451
covered in heat-sensitive ink, appears like a black and
carbonised block, that has to be heated to temporary reveal
its content. (It goes back to black as it cools down).

Printing on transparencies; Lexan; silver and crystal beads;
nylon thread. 7”H x 12”W (open). This book is part of the
exhibition RELATIONSHIPS at the Hebrew Union College
Museum, NYC, USA from September 19, 2019 - June 30,
2020. http://www.satinartworks.com
From brandbook in Germany
The new nuuna-notebook-collection - a creative label of
brandbook with graphic imagery screenprinted on smoothbonded leather covers.

More information about these new books and an order link
can be found at: https://www.nuuna.com/NEU
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This artist’s book raises awareness on the importance of
books as a source of reflection and memory, considered
as threats to the tyranny of happiness in Ray Bradbury’s
visionary fiction.
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Limited edition of 100 copies, of which 64 copies have sold,
36 are available for sale. Signed and numbered. Release date
March-April 2019
Language: US version, original text by Ray Bradbury.
Dimensions: 12 × 18 cm / 4.72 x 7.09 inches. Offset +
Screenprinting. Binding: Edition bound, 194 pages on
fireproof paper (M1) + Soft cover + Printed book edge +
Book case. Retail Price: 451$ or 395€ - shipping price
not included.
You can find more information on the dedicated website,
including details of how to order at:
http://www.superterrain.fr/f451/en/

Gesture, film, figure are also terms and subjects that shape
Mauler’s work from the 1980s. With a strong focus on the
material used and the use of painting and drawing, Mauler
reflects themes and their depiction as well as the medium
of the book itself.
Paperback, English and German texts, 23 x 15.8 cm,
290 black and white illustrations. ISBN 978-3-928804-89-9.
Price €19. Order online at: http://icon-verlag.de

REPORTS & REVIEWS
Reading through the space of the book - A review by John
McDowall of Binding Space: The Book as Spatial practice

Christoph Mauler
Geste Film Figur —
Arbeiten aus dem Archive Artist Publications
Editor: Hubert Kretschmer
Published by icon Verlag
A catalogue in German and English, edited by Hubert
Kretschmer with contributions by Beatrice Hernad,
Hajo Düchting and James Geccelli, has been published
by icon Verlag.
The publication examines works in the recent exhibition
of artists’ books by Christoph Mauler in the Kunst und
Museumsbibliothek in Cologne, Germany (Nov 2018 - Jan
2019). https://bit.ly/2RLpaGe
Tearing, cutting, scratching, sticking, etching, over painting,
covering, trying out, clinging, connecting - activity words
characterise the book works of Christoph Mauler or in
other words: gestures.
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Marian Macken
Published by Routledge, 2018
ISBN: 978-1-4724-8323-2
In this illuminating and comprehensive exposition Marian
Macken considers the interrelation of the generative space
of the book with that of space in representations as process
in architectural practice. This examination of architecture
and artists’ books is informed by Macken’s own production
of numerous book works (detailed descriptions of these are
set out at the start of Binding Space’s themed sections), and
it is through her experience that some of the underlying
characteristics of the book as integrated medium are
analysed.
The study emphasises that this is highly mutable space, and
that it is one of the movement of thought, coming from the
act of reading and the assimilation of the materiality and
temporality of the book. It is an active engagement with
the physical book held in the hands, and the mind, in an
evolving awareness of its objectness - of page, sequence
and structure. That, as she writes, “walking around the
lineage of representation” articulates a spatialisation of
time, that books occupy zones that encompass drawing,
model and building, and so may realise a performance of
time in architecture.
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Macken’s many informative references to and imaginative
reading of architectural conceptualising and postconstruction documentation, exemplars of other artists’
books and various modes of dissemination and of
exhibition, presents a dynamic reflection on artists’ books
and the development of spatial practice as enacted through
architecture’s multifarious representations of itself.
John McDowall is an artist whose work tends to be in the
form of the book, books in which a reflexive movement
is initiated in relation to the bibliographic (in terms of
associative and material properties) and the incorporation
of distinct pieces of literature. He has curated several
exhibitions focused on artists’ books and is joint
coordinator, with Chris Taylor, of a programme for the
development and awareness of the book as medium in
artistic practice.
Binding Space: The Book as Spatial practice by Marian
Macken. Published by Routledge, 2018 ISBN: 978-14724-8323-2. https://www.routledge.com/Binding-SpaceThe-Book-as-Spatial-Practice-1st-Edition/Macken/p/
book/9781472483232

The Yale Program in the History of the Book brings together
an interdisciplinary community of scholars to explore
the materiality of the written word over time and across
cultures. Co-sponsored by Yale’s Department of English
and Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, the
programme hosts a series of public lectures throughout
the academic year and the annual Harvard-Yale Graduate
Conference in Book History. We also organise the Book
History Seminar Series, a workshop and reading group for
Yale graduate students.
Events take place at the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript
Library, located at 121 Wall St in New Haven, Connecticut,
USA. Upcoming panel discussions this semester will
feature Heather Wolfe and Peter Stallybrass (Feb. 20), and
Leah Price and Johanna Drucker (April 3).
Please join us on Wednesdays on the Beinecke Library
mezzanine (121 Wall St) from 5-6pm for a panel discussion,
followed by a brief q&a session and reception.
https://bookhistory.yale.edu/

STOP PRESS!
From California Rare Book School news list:

C2C Care Course: Collections Management for Smaller
Cultural Institutions
A series of Webinars. During this four-week long course
participants will learn about essential aspects of collection
management, from the acquisition and registration of
objects through the care, use, and deaccessioning of
objects. The importance of collection storage and exhibit
environments and collection management policies will be
considered as participants produce a needs assessment for
their home institution’s collections.
Course Instructor: John E. Simmons, Museologica.
Those who participate in all four Course Webinars,
discussions, and projects will be eligible for a CREDLY
badge. These webinars are not available a la carte.
Fee: The basic cost for this Course is $149.00.
https://www.connectingtocollections.org/coursecollections-management/
From Jim Kelly, W.E.B. Du Bois Library, University of
Massachusetts:
The Thing Is
Beinecke Library, New Haven, USA
The 2018-2019 programme is organised around a series of
public panel discussions on the theme of ‘the thing is,’ an
exploration of the idea of the text as material object.
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Advance Notice: The third Shipley Wayzgoose will
take place on 8th June 2019 at the Kirkgate Centre, 39A
Kirkgate, Shipley BD18 3EH, UK. Organised by The Print
Project: http://www.theprintproject.co.uk/

BOOKMARKS artists’ book fair
Edinburgh College of Art, UK
20th March 2019
In its fifth year, BOOKMARKS artists’ book fair will again
provide a stimulating platform for visitors to explore artists’
books and zines made by practitioners from across Scotland
and further afield. Exploring the artists’ book in its broadest
sense, BOOKMARKS is a first stop for those interested in
bookmaking as an artistic practice.
BOOKMARKS will run this year on the 20th March, from
11am-7pm. It will be housed in the Fire Station, Edinburgh
College of Art, The University of Edinburgh.
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BOOKMARKS focuses on academic study, exploring how
artists’ books are used, promoted and created in educational
settings. There will be a range of talks, workshops and
exhibitions curated alongside the fair.

Calligraphic marks can recount one side of abstract
conversations. Sometimes the open folio is one thought, but
most often the facing pages are in dialogue, sometimes in
heated contrast and possibly interacting or playing with the
pages before and those pages ahead. Calligraphic drawing
marks, indecipherable language, Ideogrammatic language,
asemic poetry, is the language without known language,
before written language, the language beyond any language.
Varieties of Ideogram languages/ asemic narratives, tell
abstract stories, of course. Interacting within themselves and
with the viewer/reader, the pages do ask- are we filled with
drawings or poems? Altered and added marks, layered, have
hints of depth, space, and sometimes of darkness. Images of
objects, and new marks together with those from this earlier
series, develop new groups of visual and asemic poems/
drawings. 2018 computer collages are 90, or so, pages in
this edition artists’ book - FALSE FICTION FRACTURED
FACT ALTERED. Available at: https://amzn.to/2sL1K4T

Previous participants include students from ECA, Glasgow
School of Art, Edinburgh College and DJCAD as well as
Crisps, Edinburgh Zine Library, Out of the Blueprint and
David Faithfull.
The fair will offer visitors the chance to see and handle
the work, meet the artists and designers and purchase an
exciting array of artists’ books and zines.
For more information head to:
https://www.eca.ed.ac.uk/event/bookmarks
FALSE FICTION FRACTURED FACT ALTERED
Marilyn R. Rosenberg
The concept started here with a new irritation, a bite of
memory, and a triggered reference as a glimpse, with a
ghost of an old idea. FALSE FICTION FRACTURED FACT
ALTERED can be read, continuing in both directions,
and so has two beginnings and possibly no end, spiraling
around, as do most of MRR’s bookworks, and can be read
in more than one direction. So seeing is both forward
and backward, up, down and around. Broken unity, and
hesitations in continuity, are so often concretely expressed
by the fragmented circle. But, the complete circle does
convey the absence of interruption, and many circles, whole
and part circles are here. There are fish in various places,
which for decades are the metaphors for groups, family or
specific personalities. The name of a fish, the type of fish,
gives the clue to its reason for being in the space it occupies.
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For up to date / last minute news…
follow Sarah on Twitter:
https://twitter.com/SarahBodman

UWE Bristol Exhibitions are within Bower Ashton
Library. Please check opening hours before travelling
during vacation periods and bank holidays.
http://www1.uwe.ac.uk/library/visitingthelibrary/
openingtimes/bowerashton.aspx
Tel: 0117 3284750 (library main desk)
NEXT DEADLINE: 13TH FEBRUARY FOR THE
MARCH - MID-APRIL 2019 NEWSLETTER
If you have news, please email items for the BAN to:
Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk Please supply any images as
good quality RGB jpegs (200 dpi) at 8.5 cm across.
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk | Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
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